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PREFACE· 
Astrc;m,omical photometry, a .specialized field .. in· the broad· area of . 
optical·astronomy, has experienced ma,rked development during the, past 
twenty-five years~ General advances in other. area1;1, such as solid.-
state electronics and data. processing, have.been,utilized.l,y astronQ-· 
mers to .. iwprove both precision and efficiency in pq.otometric w01;k~ 
Through01.,it_ thi~ period of rapid change, one. unique·aspect .. of ·astrono-
mical photometry has. remained, essentialJ,.y cqnsta.nt.; · The contri,butions. 
of interested and· capable amateu1;s are stil,l accepted anc;l appreciated • 
by professional astronomers., particularly in. the area of variable star. 
photometry. 
This feature sets astronomical photometry apar,t·frQi;n most·otq.er 
specialized enc;leavors in the phys:f,.cal . .sciences. As a result, certain· 
pec;lagogical advantages accrue which are.not· available to al,l·sc;entific 
disc:i,plines. Some. of the features of variabJ,.e star st.udies which are 
paiticl,llarly appropriate for inclusion in a high school science program 
are disc~ssed in the introductory chapter. 
This paper is concerned·prii;narHy with application of.the princi-
ples of.astronomical,ph,otometry to the problew of-developi'Q.g three 
color photc;,elec.tric instrumentation for use in. secondary scho.ol a~rt;rot1..-
omy programs. Design constdera,tions·place e111phasis on small tel;escope 
applications, such,as those likely to be fouI).d in,high schools and· 
four-year colleges. The photometer developed in, this study has been., 
installeq at E~id (Oklah,oma) fligl;l School· where .. it is being used. for . 
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variable star studies. 
Calibration procedures, for standardizing the instrument on the 
Johnson-Morgan UBV System; have been carefully outlined,in·th(;!. text, 
and a preliminary calibration run was carried out. On the basis of. 
these results, reconnnendations are made concerning future programs for 
completing the calibration. 
I would like to express my appreciation for the assistance and 
guidance provided by the.members of my advisory committee: Dr. H. E. 
Haq:ington, who, despite his many duties .as Head of the Physics Depart.,, 
ment, served as Chairman until his retirement last ye~r; Dr. W.W. 
Marsden and Dr. J. E~ Susky, who contributed personal interest and· 
advice on the more formal part of my program; Dr. D. L. Rutledge, who 
was always available for counsel, andwhose,advice on.general proced.ur..., 
al matters has been particularly helpful; Dr, L. W. Schroeder, whose. 
thoughtful suggestions and· sincere interest in the: problems,.of teaching 
astronomy at:1,d physics provided constru~tive guidance in the definition 
and·treatment of the dissertatiop topic. 
In addition, I would like to thank Dr. E. E. Kohnke for h:j.s inter-
est in this project. Theassistance of.Dr. Beverly B. Bookmyer, who. 
patiently tutored on eclipsing binary methods.and who generously.pro-
vided data for study by my students, is gratefully acknowledged. 
Also, I wish to acknowledge the significant.contribu~ion made by 
Mr. Heinz Hall, who worked out specific design and construction details 
for the photometer. 
I certainly appreciated the assistance provided·by.Mr. Gerald D. 
Smith, who designed the least.squares program an4 gave valuablt? advice 
ot:t other computer-related matters. 
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CHAPTER-I 
NATURE ,!\.ND SIGNIFICANCE OF·'.CHE PROBLEM 
Optical astronomy, a unique blend o:I: applied.mathematics _and· the 
physical sciences~ is the object of _much. scholar:l.y work at the·graduate 
and post-graduate levels~ Furthermore, s6me of the specific categories , 
in the general area. of \pptica],. ~stron~:nny 'require skills which are well 
t 
within the capabilities '.o:I: amateur~. Usually; the primary. prerequisite 
is continuing interest. 
A classic example is the study of variabl~ stars~ This field of· 
optical astr.onomy · has always le~ned heavily on. the work of inte:l,.ligent . 
and enthusiastic amateurs, Modern·development1;3 in elect;ronics and com-
put;~r technology have placed powerful tools. for observation and gata. 
handling at the disposal of all varial;>le star observers.. In particular,· 
photoelectric detectors and linear amplifiers have been developed:to· 
the point where it is feasible to equip telescopes ,_of relatively small· 
aperture for variablestar work. The .. net result is that the·properly· 
motivated and, equipped .amateur .is c~pable of work,.which results in •mean-
ingful contributions· to general knowledge .. in' the. field,· of variable,. 
stars.· This·characteristic of·photoelectric astronomy.is a powerful 
source of motivation which tends to generate and support· studen.t inter.-
est in this area. 
Given the ·heuristic nature of photoelectric.astronomy, the pedl:!,-
gogical applications become apparent. , It is suggested that active 
1 
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student involvement in photoelectric stellar astronomy is a vehicle 
whereby the student, with proper guidance, may gain insight concerning 
the nature of science. The literature of science education abounds with 
statements pointing to the contemporary relevance of such understanding: 
To an increasing degree, education goes beyond the secondary 
level. To an increasing degree, society becomes specialized 
and technical. To an increasing degree, important public 
questions require a knowledge and understanding of science 
(1). 
In the present day era of science and technology it would 
seem that an essential part of liberal arts education in-
volves an understanding and appreciation of the nature of 
scientific inquiry. It is as important to know how the 
scientist works as it is to know what he has learned. In 
order to gain these insights the student must experience 
the scientific process for himself. It is only through such 
experience, however limited, that the nonscience major can 
hope to gain a genuine and long-lasting understanding of 
science - one devoid of mystery and the image of the strange 
man clad in a white jacket (2). 
It has been the writer's experience that involvement of the student 
in the process of scientific inquiry is seldom achieved by the "tradi-
tional" lecture demonstration accompanied by verification-type labora-
tory exercises. Student experiences should be structured in such a way 
as to give the participant insight into the nature of the experimental 
process, while at the same time allowing him to achieve a better under-
standing of some factual aspect of the discipline. The following writ-
er, referring specifically to physics, points to laboratory experience 
as a means of guiding the student in his approach to a more general 
understanding of science. 
The study of physics must not be divorced from the phenom-
ena •••• The laboratory should definitely provide the student 
an opportunity to know physics as a process of inquiry 
leading to theory, not as a mere accumulation of inert in-
formation •••• Learning to know is not the whole of laboratory 
work; acquiring the ability to feel what the scientist feels 
is equally important. In the laboratory, the student should 
be a 'physicist for a day.' He should encounter the joys 
and sorrows of experimenting, elation and despair. He 
should. come upon .. _the unexpected, run up blind alleys; and • 
work himself out of tight places.· He should experience 
the sight and sounds, the smells and.em<;>tions of the labo-
ratory. Having had such experience, the student can .claim 
a kinship, however remote, with the physicist,and will 
have an insight into the scientific enterprise which no 
amount of mere lecturing can give him (3). 
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The biological and physical, science.curriculum reforms which emerged in· 
secondary schools during the mid 1950's and·early.1960's were designed 
to promote an understanding of .the process dimension of the discipline. 
Thus, laboratory experience of the type mention~d previously play~ an 
integral role in such courses. 
It is here proposed that student .participation in research type 
activities, such as the photoelectric observation of variable stars, 
tends to reinforce the general scientific concepts which have been. 
stressed in. the properly cqnducted introductory. cours.es ~ It -should be 
understood.that student research participation is not necessarily bound 
by formal prerequisites. The necessary technical .skills ·and specialized 
formal training vary among the ·disciplines. It has been the author's 
experience, dealing with secondary school pupil$, that the sufficiently 
motivated student is able to amend his technical and formal training to 
meet the needs of the situation. Powers·(4) has described similar ap-
plications at the college level~ 
The specific application of interest here is stellar photoelectric 
photometry. For the past several years, both during and .foll<;>wing his 
tent,tre as physics instructor at Enid .(Oklahoma) High School, the author 
has enjoyed the use of the facilities at the Enid High School, .Observa-. 
tory~ During this time student participation has resulted in.several 
projects in the area of photoelectric photometry. Most recently, the 
pr;i.ma:i:;y emphasis has been stellar photometry with partict,tlar emphasis 
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on time-of-minimu~ determinations for eclipsing systems. 
It is expedient at this point to specify the particular character-
istics of this endeavor which make it a suitable activity for student 
participation. One of the most important features is that of self moti-
vation. The basis of this characteristic is at least two-fold~. First, 
the result of properly processed observations is a time of,minimum light. 
for the observed stellar system. This quantity is ~eaningful and valu-
able to the professional astronomer. Thus the results of .a carefully 
done minimum determination represent a real contribu~ion .to knowledge 
in the field. In addit:ion, the techniques which are us~d to reduce.the 
raw data are readily programmed for computer processing, Thus, the 
student may.become acquainted with tqe fundamentals of computer data 
handling in the context of a. real problem. This "fringe benefit'' - ac-. 
quisition of computer methods and programming experience - finds appli-
cation in almost.all professions. Thus, student interest, once ignited, 
is readily maintained. 
Anothe; characteristic of variable star work which makes it parti-
cularly appropriate for student involvement is flexibility in the re-
quired mathematical preparation of the participant. After reduction, 
the data may be treated by various.methods to determine a time of mini-
mum. The-methods in use range-from the graphicaltracing paper tech..:. 
n:1-que developed by Szfraniec (5) to more quantitative computer oriented 
methods such as -that of Kwee and Van Worden_ (6) • Thus,- in terms of 
mathematical background,·the activity is equally well suited to high 
school students and college undergraduates. 
Any proposed research participation program should be examined not 
only in terms of feasibility with respect t6 interest and ba~kground of 
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the students, but also with·regard to value in terms·of·general educa-. 
tional goals. It ha~ been previously stated that ·the: photometry of . 
variable.star~·is an·activity--which·enhances·the·participant"s-under-
standing of science as_a·method of·critical·inq-q.iry. Although a de--
tailed analysis of·the proposed activity in terms of educational goals· 
is beyond'the scope'cif_ this·paper; ·it is approp:i;iate·to·note certa:l,.n 
broad objectives which are compati'l)le with this program; 
Good science instruction·at any·level shoolc;l be designed to a:1,.d· 
the student in the development .of ·ce:i;-tain general. skills. Included 
among. these are: the .. identification of the problem in. a novel situation; · 
the ability to make relevant·observations; the-ability to make apprpxi-:-
mations_and draw valid conclusions fram·observations and·data; profi-:-
ciency in suggesting new lines of investigation based, on ·_observatiot1s; 
formulation of a simple scientific model anq. use of tb,e·model to make., 
logical predictions~ In·addition, the student.should be.able to demon-
strate his uncle_rstanding · of fundamental principles by applying those . 
principles i1;1 an unfamiliar situa,tion. : .In short,· the creative use of 
these skills and abilities constitt,1tes a significant:part of scientific 
inquiry. 
As.a pedagogical·tool; the·photoelectric study .of variable st~rs 
engenders most, if not all; ·of· the· aforementioned sk111s·. More specif-
ically, the choice of a program:star and the planning of-an observing 
schedule requi+e·the·student to·recall.rather·carefu+:l,.y·h=i;s·basic knowl-;-
edge of timekeeping and the: earth's ·-motion in space.. This phase· of . the 
project also involves predictions base~.d on. an assumed. model fo:i;- the I 
light varia, tion of .. the· program· star~- In planning· specific obsl:!rvation 
procedures, the .student must identify background skylight and .atthospher- ·· 
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ic attenuation of·· starlight as problems· to be· reckoned ·with, and methods 
of observation are designed ·accordingly. · Processing of·· raw data re-
quires the application·of·elementary·mathematical'formulations, includ-
ing graphic1;1,l methods -of -representation. -·.·Interpretation.of· refined data 
leads to descriptions, in varying degrees of detail; of the stellar 
systemwhose light variations•are being studied. In ,any case, this· 
phase of the.operation invariably·involyes choice of a.model Depending 
on the amount of de.tail included -in· tq.e analysis, the model may be. used 
to predict future behavior·of the system, and it.thus serves as a basis 
for design of future observing programs. 
In summary, it has been argued that· stt1dent participation in as.-
tronomical photometry is feasible in term$ of participant motivation 
and background, and it is meaningful with regard· to.·reinforcement of, 
certain general aspects·of·scientific inq4iry.· +he 0 design, installation 
and calibration of,instrumerttationnecessaryfor·such a program,of stu, 
dent research is tq.e·topic·of·the ma,jor·part·of this paper. "J;hespecif-
ic system to be described-herein has been installed-in the Enid High 
School Observatory where·it is·now being used by secondary school stu-
dents for variable star studies. 
It is expedient; at this point, to outline·qualitatively the 
general.considerations included in.the designand calibration of a pho..; 
tometric system~ The general problem of astronomical photometry is to· 
extract information about the·starsorother celestial objects from the 
radiation which they emit.· ·usually, the photometric-study is concerned 
with brightness as a function·of·wavelength and/or brightness as a 
function of time. 
The measurement· of ·brightness imp~ies the us.e of a receiver to 
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gather the radiation,: a detector to.· quantitatively ·register the presence 
of radiation, and·some·means'of displayingthe·output·of·the detector. 
The interactions of radiation with interstellar material, the earth's 
atmosphere, and the·detection"""displayinstrumentation·alter the measured 
brightness. Thus·the·measured brightness is not·only·a function of· 
source.,.related parameters; but· also it depends·· on factors. external. to 
the source: e.g., atmospheric extinction and· instrumental transmission 
characteristics. Hence;·· the reduction .of observational data should take 
into account those effects which are ·not directly related to ,the source. 
In order that this be done in a meaningful fashion, it·is necessary for 
the observer to familiarize himself with the spurious effects and con~ 
duct the experimental.work in such a way as to measure, control, or 
m:i,nimize the influence of these effects on the measured brightness. 
The degree to which one tries to account· .for all of the factors 
affecting the brightness depends on the nature·of·the study undertaken. 
Much work, particularly the·•. study of variable stars,· is·· do_ne in what 
might· be called medium ·.bandwidth spectral· regions. As defined by 
Hardie (7), "medium bandwidth'.' refers to photometric systems in which 
the ratio of the half-'-intensity·bandwidth·to·the·effective wavelength 
is of the order of O .1 - · 0; 2 ;. In systems of this type, both magnitude 
and color determina Uons ·are· dependent on· the·· choice· of ·components, 
such as filters and photocell,·which are used.in'the detection-display 
instrumentation. ···In·practice, ·Elach assembly of telescope, filters, 
detector, and amplifier determines a unique system for the measurement 
of stellar magnitudElS and colors, This unique system is, by definition, 
the observer's natural system. 
J!'o:r the purposes·of comparison;·it is essential that natural 
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magnitudes and colors,·as·determined by various-observers~ be referred 
to a standard system-, A' widelr accepted· standard ·:for-UBV · photometry is 
the system of Johnson and Morgan, (8), which makes use of glass filters, 
and the RCA 1P21 photomultiplier~·-By·judicious·choice of.filters and 
detector; it is possible to·assemble·a·natural system which closely 
matches·this·standard. 
In order to effect transformation ,of observed quantities :to th9se 
which would have been observed with the-standard system, one.makes use 
of so-called "standard stars~" These stars have accurately known mag-
nitudes and colors.as determined by their observation with the standard 
system. The· standard stars are .observed to obtain na'tural magnitudes 
and colors; and these data are used in conjunction with the known st~nd~ 
ard values to.obtain transformation relationships for expressing natural 
~agnitudes and colors on the standard scale. It can be shown that if 
the natural and standard systems are closely matched physically, the 
transformation equations are linear (7). In addition to providing _con-. 
cise transformations, a system which is-closely matched to the standard 
system permits the use of standard stars for rapid and accurate deter-
mination of extinction by the method of Rardie (7, 9). 
The kinds of measurements of interest in the present case include: 
(1) comparative brightness measures of.different stars in.the same 
spectral region_; (2) brightness measures of a particular star in several 
rather widely separated spectral regions; (3) brightness measures of a 
particular star,(as in 2) as a function of time. The.reduction of data 
obtained in medium bandwidth. photometry of this-_ type involves essen-"-
tially two steps: ·(a) a correction ,for atmospheric extinction; (b) 
transformation from the observer's system of magnitudes and colors·to a 
standard system of magnitudes and colors. This requires experimental 
determination of the atmospheric extinction coefficients and the con-
stants in the equations of transformation. 
The development of a UBV system of.photometry for the Enid.High 
School Observatory explicitly involves: (1) design of the photom~ter; 
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(2) experimental determination of the transformation equations relating 
. . 
the Enid system to the system of Johnson a'1d Morgan; (3) measurement of 
second order atmospheric extinction coefficients for the E. H. S. Ob-
servatory. 
CHAPTER II· 
THE HISTORY OF ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOMETRY 
Introductic;m 
Most of man's knowledge of the universe, extet"nal to the minute 
patch on which he resides, has resulted.from careful study,of ·radiation 
from extra'7terrestrial sources. A large p9rtion of this radiation.is· 
electromagnetic in natur~, and the. essentia+ problem .is· ext.raction ,_of· 
various. bits of information car.ried by the radiat:i,on qllfl,ti.ta. .Classical 
astronomy, being concerned primarily witli. position of the stars,. sun, 
moon, and .plan~ts, neglected a large fraction of the·information cartied 
by light. 
Details of the physical en~iroll,ment in which the quanta, originated 
can be inferred from a study of brightnei;;s as .. a function of wavelength. 
IdE;!ally thi~ would involve spreading the light•· frqm a· particular star 
into a spectrµm and measuring brightness in each resolvable wavelength 
interval. In practice, this procedure (spectrophotoII1etry) has. not. beeµ. 
widely followed. Compared to other methods of analysis it is costly in 
terms of time, and due to the fact that en~rgy is distributed among the 
various.spect;ral regions, the method is somewhat impractica.i for the• 
fainter stars. 
Another techniqu~, measurement of "tota:J. brightness" of stars and' 
other objects does not yield as.much detailed information as spectro7 
phqtometry~ However, "total brightness" ·measures are comparatively easy 
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to.obtain and this is the ordinary-use of the term photo~etry:in 
astronomy~ Since atmosphere and .instrumentation impose-limits on .the_ 
spect;ra1 region obsei;ved, it is not actua:Lly possible·to measure tota1. 
radiation (including aU wavelengths) for a given sta:t~ · However, tech'"'.'. 
niques have 1;:,een developed which utilize .these apparent lim:i,tations. 
In order_ to understand the form and· application of these. techniques -in 
contemporary practice, it isi expedient to consider_:the evolution of 
modern .astronomical photometry. 
Three principal sources.were _used in preparation of the abridged 
historical.sketch which follows; H.J. Smith (10) presents.an overview 
in Chapter L of Photoelectric Astronomy .Jor Amateurs~ The s.eries of 
articles by H. F~ Weaver (11) provides a well documented comprehensive 
treatment thfough 1946. The chapter. by H~ L. Johnson -(12)· in Bas.ic 
Astronomical Data treats modern photoel~ctric sys.terns comprehensively~ 
~
It is convenient to cons;i.der the.development of astronomical pho.,.. 
tometry in three periods; each of which is ,clearly d,istinguished by the 
type of detector used, although.this criterion does give rise to some 
chronological. overlapping. l'he ea.rliest photometric me~sures were made -
vhually; i.e. , .the eye served as a detector. In , photographic photome-
try, photographic plates are used to d.ete_ct and measure stellar radia- -
tion. Photoelectric photometry; the mos.t'widely practiced contempo:t;ary 
method, employs a photosensitive device such as a photomultiplier to . 
r~gister: quantitative!y the presenc~ of st,arlight. 
Visu.al Photometry 
During the ear;l.iest·part·of;the visual period, estimates of stellar· 
brightness.were.made.by unaided eye, Later; the·telesc9pe·was used, and 
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finally photometric devices were developed for use with the telescope. 
Notwithstanding the.development of instrumentation .which permitted more· 
quantitative uniformity .in the measurement of stella:i;- brightness, the 
most important single accomplishment during the visual period was. ,the 
mathematical definition and the practical.implementation of an absolute 
brightness scale. 
One of the earliest recorded attempts to compare star brightness 
is credited to Hipparchus who divided the.· stars into six groups. First 
magnitude stars were the brightest; second magnituqe stars appeared, on· 
the average, about half as bright as the first, and so on,down. to'the 
sixth magnitude for the faintest stars visible to the unaided eye. 
Hipparchus' catalogue of stellar magnitudes, apparently compiled c. 120 
B.C., was adopted and expanded by Clauqius Ptolemy. This catalogue was 
inclucied in Ptolemy's Almagest, and .it served .. as the basic· reference of 
stellar astronomy for nearly two thousand years. 
Following the invention of·the telescope and its introduction, in 
1609, as a tool of astronomical research, Ptolemy's system of magnitudes 
was extended to include the.fainter "telescopic" stars. Not only did it 
then become necessary.to make use of magnitudes greater than six, but 
also greater ·precision in measurement of stellar brightness gave rise 
to the necessity of subdividing the magnitude scale. 
Shortly before 1800, Sir William Herschel·devised a symbolic step-
degree method of estimating stellar brightness, This involved short 
sequences of stars which were ordered according to apparent brightness, 
the degree of difference between successive sequence members being in-
dicated by means of symbols. Argelander later made·use of a.similar 
scheme for estimating the ligqt variation of variable stars~ Similar 
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approaches-were used by other observers including Reis, Gould, 
Schonfeld, and Thomeduring·the second half·of·the nineteenth century. 
The resulting catalog~es, which included the various·Durchmusterungen; 
contained positions and magnitudes for more.than a million stars, 
Throughout most·of·this part of the visualperiod no·standard 
scale of brightness existed, and each· observer, · though he .. referred to· 
previous results, essentially designed his .own scale, Hence; rather 
large systematic differences existed between the results of different 
observers, Table I contains a comparison of the magnitude scales es-
tablished by some of the observers of this period. The·first column of 
the table headed M gives tli.e magnitude for the observer listed to the· 
right. The entries in the body of the table give the corresponding 
values in terms.of the modern magnitude scale. 
The development of photometric measuring instruments resultednot 
only in more precise individual magnitudes, but also in increased accu.,-
racy of scale determination. The higher precision ,which resulted from 
these developments brought increased efforts to devise a decimal sub-
division of the magnitude scale. This eventua~ly led to mathematical 
formulation of the magnitud~ scale. 
The first application of.a photometric instrument to.an astronomi-
cal problem is attributed to P. Bouger.who, in 1725, compared the 
brightness of the sun and moon·to.a standard candle by means·of a simple 
illumination photometer. About fifteen years later; A. Celsius·and A. 
Tulenius of the Upsala Observatory used a crude extinction photometer 
to estimate stellar magnitudes, 
Instrumental photometry had been dormant for nearly a century when, 
in 1836, the work of Sir.John.Herschel heralded a period of rapid 
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TABLE I 
A COMPARISON OF SOME VISUAL MAGNITUDE SCALES 
M Ptolemy Argelander Reis .... Goulq. 
1.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.8 
2.0 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 
3.0 3,6 3.4 . 3.4 3.3 
4.0 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.2 
5.0 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.0 
6.0 5.3 6.0 6.1 5.9 
Source:, (11) 
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advances. The most significant instrument developed during this period 
was the Zollner photometer. This device, which was introduced shortly 
after 1850, was designed to permit comparison of the focal plane image 
of a real star with that of a laboratory standard source. The apparent 
brightness of the standard source was controlled in a precisely deter-
mined way by the relative orientation of two Nicol prisms. Zollner com-
pleted an extensive series of measurements with the instrument in 1861. 
In following years, a number of observers including E. C. Pickering at 
Harvard, and G. MUller and P. Kempf of the Potsdam Observatory made 
effective use of Zollner-type photometers. 
Starting at Harvard in 1871, Pickering's experiments with various 
photometers, each of which utilized the principle of the Zollner instru-
ment, led to the development of the meridian photometer, the final form 
of which was completed in 1898. Stars as faint as thirteenth magnitude 
could be measured with this instrument, and it was used to investigate 
variable stars, to establish standard sequences, and in various other 
programs on faint stars. Observations made during the years 1879-1902 
were collected in Annals£!. the Harvard College Observatory, Volume 50, 
the Revised Harvard Photometry, which contains visual magnitudes for 
stars brighter than magnitude 6.5 (9110 stars), and Supplement~ the 
Revised Harvard Photometry, Volume 54, which contains visual magnitudes 
for 36,000 additional fainter stars. 
During the years from 1886 to 1905 G. Mliller and P. Kempf, of the 
Potsdam Observatory, used a Zollner photometer to determine magnitudes 
of all stars having north declination and brighter than magnitude 7.5 
on the Bonner Durchmusterung scale. This work, characterized by a 
carefully planned and meticulously executed observational program, 
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resulted in.the Potsdam·Durc;,hmusterung, the:most.accurate of the more 
extensive catalc;,gues·of·the·visual period. 
Taken together; the· Revised· Harvard Photometry.~and - the Potsdam -
Durchmusterung, published shortly before 1900, ·conta.ined visual m~gni"" 
tudes ·for more than 40,000 stars.to an.accuracy better than 0.1 magni-;··· 
tude. Table II, which is arranged acc:ording to. tpe same. scheme used for_ 
Table I, .exhibits _the degree of interri.al accuracy ai;:hiev.ed by the :niore. 
: 
recent visual observers. 
The development of objective .instrumental.methods supported.a 
i 
I 
growing need for a more. ri/go~ous ,definition of. the ml;lgnitude scale. 
Originally, the ,magnitude unit was._based on the intensity o:f; the physi-
ological sensation produced by observation ,of a luminous object, and 
Ptolemy's magnitudes were essential_ly estimates of visual. se~sation 
inten~ity. 
In 1859, Fechner suggested. that_ the diffe:i;-ence in reti-m~l reS!ponse 
produced by_two stars differing only in_ brightness is dependent on~y on_ 
the ratio ,of the stellar inten.sities. This concept may be stated math-
ematically as follows: 
= 
where p is a constant; m1 and m2 ._ represent the magnitllde (retinal re-
sponse) of stars. l and· 2 respecttvely, and 11 a-q.d 12 represent: the, i1;1-
tensity of light received from tho~e·respective .star~. Although it is-
now known tha_t this formulation is n~t correct for all inten~ities, this 
form of Fechner '.s Law was adopted and persists _in -modern, photometr;i.c 
work. 
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TA.BLE II 
A COMPARISON OF THE MOST RECENT VISUAL MAGNITUDE SCALES 
M Oxford· Harvard Potsdam. 
1.0 0.74 
2.0 2.18 1. 74 
3.0 3.14 2.74 
4.0 4.06 3,92 · 3. 74 · 
5.0 5.03 4.94 4.74 
6.0 6.2 5.99 5. 77 
7.0 7.06 6.80' 
8.0 8.14 , 
9.0 9.24 
10.0 10.25 
11.0 11.16. 
12.0 12~06 
Source: (11) 
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From measurements of relative stellar intensities made during the 
latter part of the visu&l period, it was possible to evaluate Fechner's 
constant p. In 1879 E .• C. Pickering adopted the value log p = 0 .400 
(p = 2.512) for the extensive series of photometric observations then. 
in progress at .. Harvard. This particular value of p, which had been 
suggested by Pogson in 1856, was used quite generally by astronomers 
after its adoption by Pickering, and it was finally adopted by inter-
national agreement as the standard sea.le value to be, used in ·all photo-'-
metry. Thus, for two star1;1 whose magnitude difference (m1 .- m2) is 
five, the intensity ratio (I 2/I1 ) is one hundred. Accordingly, a mag~ 
nitude difference of one corresponds to an intensity ratio of (100// 5= 
2.512. Magnitude sca+es defined in this way are fo;rmally designa,ted a$ 
"Pogson Normal Scales." 
If the Pogsc;m, ScJ,.ae is to be used to extend the ,magnitude system 
to brighter and fainter stars, it is necessary to set the zero point. 
The zero point of the North Polar Sequence, a set of al;>out 100 standard 
stars, was chosen in .such a way that magnitudes of AO stars in the mag-
nitude range 5.5 - 6.5 are, on the average, in agreeme~t with the cor~ 
responding magnitudes of the Har-vard Polar Sequence, The zero point of 
the Harvard system was determined by making the average magnitude of 100 
northern stars agree with ,the ayerage magnitude assigned those sa,me .. 
star!:! by Argelander, Since Argelande~' s sc:ale and zero point .were .. 
essentially in agreement with Ptolemy's magnitudes; it is seen that 
choice of a Pogson Scale with the zero point defined as. explained above 
preserved the general trend of the magnitude scale as defined by Hippar .. 
chus. 
By 1900, the visual period had essentially come,to a close. The 
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work done in visual photometry after .the start of ·the present century 
was, for the mos~ part,: in specialized ~reas .such as double s tai:'f?, 
variable stars, .etc. The ma:i,n reason. underlying the ·truncation ;of 
visual,., work. .was the application of the photographi.c process to astrononi- .. 
ical .photometry. Not onJ,.y did photogra.phic methods.terminate. visual 
photometry, but also they dominated the entire field .during the first 
quarter of the present century~ 
Photographic Photometry 
Photographic me.thods were introduced .in ·1844 by .Fizeau ··and. Fouczault: 
who compared, photographically:the bright;ness of the sun to.that-of a 
carbon arc. A few years later, in 1850, the-first· stellar photograph 
was made at the Harvard College Observatory under the direction of W~ c. 
Bond. Using daguerrotype plates and .. the Harvard 15-inch- telescope~ 
Bond was able to.obtain·imqges.of brighter stars, such as ·Vega, but ·in. 
general the fainter sources.coul9- not. be photographed, regardless of the 
duration of the exp_osm;e. Thus, the experiments were discontinued. 
By 1857, plate sensitivity had been improved to the point where. 
Bond found it worthwhile to renew his e:x;periments in stellar photogra..,. 
phy~ Based on.the results of.this ,second ·set of experiments with the 
15-inch.telescope, Bond-(13) suggested that stellar magnitude is related-
to ·the following independent phot:ographic quantities: image diameter. 
(for a give:n exposure duration) and.time required·to prod~ce notic~able 
chemical action~ Continuing his investigation Bond'(14) concluq.ed that 
the diameter (d). of a,stellar photographic image coulq. be represented 
as a function of e:x;posure time (t) by .an expression .of the form: 
i- = At+ B 
) i 
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where A aqd B are·constants~ Fur,ther, he suggested that the ratio of 
e:kposure times required for stars ·of'. different magnitudes to form' images 
of the same size, or, alternately, that the ratio of the ·recipro.cals of 
the areas of objectives affording images of equl:ll diamete;r in e·qual. ex-. 
po sure times, w<;>uld be a measure of the·. photographic , magnitudes ··of .. those 
stars. 
For a number. of years f 0119:wing the. pioneering work of >Bond,. lit t;le 
was done in .. the field,. of photographic photometry .as such. During the· 
1870'.s, significant improvements were made in photographic-materials 
and general techniques~ · Then, in 1881 A. A.·.: Common, ,using a newly de-
veloped gelatin silver bromid~ emulsion, photographed st~rs· too faint 
to, be seen visually in the largest telescope ;then in existence; and 
astronomic;:al photography came of: age, . 
In 1882, E~ C. Pickering (15) started a preliminary investiga~io:p.; 
on the feasibility ,of using st,ar trails obtained, with a sta,tionary 
camera to establish magnitudes., In general, the method involved CQJU~ 
parison of the trails. with a ·standai;d·graded series of trails which was 
assumed to de:f;ine .a Pogson S«;ale •. In view of the ,general s~ccess ·of .. 
the preliminary tests, a second seriea of photographic experimen:t;s was 
begun by Pickering in 1885 ~ In . the same year, J ~ C. Kap_teyn joined Gill 
of the Royal Observatory, at the Cape of Good Hope for a phot·ographic 
study of.southern st[;lrs, and the Henry brothers began photographic ex-
periments at the Observatory of Paris. 
Although.Pickering's metho~ of trails proved tq be unsatisfactory, 
his analysis provided considerable ins:i,ght .into some,.of the previoualy 
un,foreseen difficulties associated :with ,photographic photometry. One 
of .. the most important. find,ings. was the systematic difference. between 
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the magnitudes from one plate to another. Thus, the standard image 
scale could not be calibrated once and used directly for all future 
measurements. Also, it was noted that the camera behaved rather like 
the human eye in that the measured magnitude depended on the position 
of the image on the plate. 
By the time Pickering had published thses conclusions, Kapteyn and 
Gill were well along in their work which was to result in the Cape Pho-
tographic Durchmusterung. Also, the preliminary success of the Henry 
brothers had influenced the French Academy of Science to assemble an 
international congress, in April 1887, for discussion of the feasibility 
of producing a photographic chart of the entire sky. This chart was 
to be called the Astrographic Catalogue. Weaver (11) outlines, on page 
292, some of the problems involved in this undertaking: 
The problems involved in seeing this ambitious program 
through to completion were undoubtedly not realized by the 
members of the Astrographic Congress at the time of the first 
meeting, or for many years thereafter. Not one of the 
smallest problems was the photometry involved in the con-
struction of the catalogue. No photographic magnitude scale 
was available; the properties of photographic plates were 
poorly understood; the law of reciprocity was quite gener-
ally accepted. At the time of the first meeting of the 
Congress the papers dealing with Pickering's photographic 
researches, by far the most fundamental of that period, h~d 
not been published - the experiments had not even been com-
pleted. (Moreover, Pickering's work was criticized when it 
did appear, and seems to have been discounted rather gener-
ally.) 
In addition to clarifying certain sources of error in photographic 
photometry, Pickering suggested the use of extra-focal images. Just 
before 1900, K. Schwarzschild of the Kuffner Observatory independently 
made the same suggestion and made a very careful study of the photomet-
ric uses of such images, With this type of record, the image diameter 
was of little importance since all images were the same size. Stellar 
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brightness was determined by amount of darkening, or .density of" the 
image~ . In his earliest work, Schwar~sch;i.ld made use of ,empirical equc;3..-
tions in which the constants were evaluated from measurements.of Type 
A stars.of known visual magnitudes~ . The significance of this work is 
based on the fact that it represents the first extensive test of the 
extra""."focal method~ Also, it marks the beginning of extensive re.;. 
searches of this method by many other observers. 
By 1899, Schwarzschild' s theoretical studies of .,extra.-focal stellar 
images had reached an advap.ced,stage. In that year, he suggested the 
following functional relationship 
relating image density (S), intensity of incident light ,(I), exposure 
duration (t), and the Schwarzschild exponent .(p), originally thought to 
be constant (16). These studies pointed to the complex nature of image· 
formation on a photogl'."aphic plate. 
In general, as shown in Figure 1, the re!;;ponse of an emulsion to 
ligh~ is non-linear. There is a background density which appears in 
the developed emul.sion regardless of the. amount of, exposure, As t;he 
total amount of l;i.ght,increases, image density rises slowly. and enters 
the linear portion after the exposure has passed a certain threshold. 
Still greater amounts 0£ light carry the exposure into the saturation 
region, where the density is .const.ant .or may dec-i;ease slightly with 
increased exposure. In general, astronomical,. applications are not re-
stricted to the linear portion of the curve,, 
In 1906, Schwarzschild (17) presented his paper on m,;1gnitude .de-
termination, ap.d the methods. discl.lssed therein have .served as a basis 
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Figure 1. Response Curve of Typical Photographic Emulsion 
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for the establishment of all modern photographic magnitudes scales. 
Experimental work following that of Schwarzschild had provided, by 1910, 
a multitude of techniques for establishment of photographic magnitude 
scales. However, very little had been done toward standardizing the 
magnitude system, 
Shortly before 1910, interest began to shift to the establishment 
of a fundamental magnitude scale defined by a series of standard stars. 
Such a standard scale could be transferred to any other area by photo-
graphing on one plate, with equal exposure times, the area in which the 
magnitudes were desired and the standard area. About 1906, Pickering 
had mentioned the successful application of such a procedure at Harvard 
using a standard sequence near the north celestial pole. In 1909, the 
method was described in detail, and Pickering (18) proposed as a stand-
ard scale a sequence of 47 polar stars for which magnitudes were then 
being determined at Harvard. Through cooperation of observatories 
having larger telescopes, it was planned to extend this magnitude scale 
to the faintest stars. Also, secondary standard sequences were to be 
established by comparison with the primary standard sequence of pole 
stars. In 1910, the Astrographic Congress adopted Pickering's North 
Polar Sequence as the primary standard sequence for establishing a mag-
nitude scale, and the zero point was chosen to agree with the zero point 
of the Harvard visual magnitude scale. The task of establishing a com-
pletely satisfactory North Polar Sequence was immediately taken up at a 
number of observatories. 
During the next decade, much careful experimental work was aimed 
at the establishment of a standard magnitude sequence. One of the 
leaders in this effort was F. H. Seares of the Mount Wilson Observatory. 
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In 1922 Seares (19), acting in the capacity of President of the Connnis-
sion on Stellar Photometry of the International Astronomical Union, pre-
sented a detailed and critical analysis of photographic and photovisual 
magnitude scales based on the North Polar Sequence, Thus, in 1922 the 
magnitudes and colors of more than 100 stars comprising the North Polar 
Sequence were accepted by international agreement as definitive stand-
ards for photographic photometry all over the sky. In general, this 
standard sequence has served quite well, although there is a marked de-
parture from a Normal Pogson Scale in the faintest magnitudes. 
Concurrently with the development of photographic photometry in 
general came advances in more specialized related fields, one of the 
more active being photographic determination of colors. Soon after 
photographic methods became generally available, it was noticed that 
magnitudes determined from star images on photographic plates differed 
systematically from those determined by visual methods for a given star. 
This fact was cited by some observers during the early days of photo-
graphic photometry as one of the important reasons for not using the 
photographic process for photometric purposes. One of the earliest ob-
servers to recognize the importance of photography as a means of deter-
mining stellar colors, as well as magnitudes was Pickering (15) who 
stated on page 203: 
The photograph furnishes an excellent test of the color of a 
star, since on comparison with the visual brightness, the 
stars which are faint photographically may be assumed to be 
red and the bright ones blue. As the difference amounts to 
several magnitudes, it furnishes a test much more sensitive 
than that of the eye. Again, the method is applicable to 
the faintest stars visible, where the difference in color 
is quite imperceptible by any other means. 
A qualitative understanding of these facts follows consideration 
of the different spectral responses of the eye and photographic emulsion 
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to the distri~ution of energy in .stellar radiation. To a· first approxi-:-- - · ·· 
I118tion, ,the rac:liant ·e1;1ergy. emitted by most stars follows a Planck dis-
tribution. As shown in Figure 2, both th,e qua,ntity of energy and the 
distribut,ion _of energy. are functions, of· temperatur~. For higher tern-
peratures ,. the .tota:J. energy is grea,ter ,. and .the wavelength of maximum·. 
intensity is shifte<;l.toward the short'wayelength.(blue) ·e~d of ,the 
spectrum •. In ·general, the hotter the sta.r ,- the bluer vlill be its in--
tegrat:ed color,. as predicted :by the Planck e~pression for energy distri'"'.' 
but:i.on (B" (T)) as a function of frequency (v) and absolute .temperature 
(T); 
Bv(T)dv 
The average eye responds most strongly to a.narrow baq.d of.wave"'.' 
lengths-centered.about 5500 angstroms. The photographic emulsiqn, un-
less specifical;J.y treated, responds only to wavel~ngths shorter than 
aboU,t · 4500 angstroms, and, -due to lim~tat~ons, of atmosphere ,_and optical· 
compone1;1ts, the ,photographic.wavelengths for most ·astronomical·pui;-poses 
are centered abou_t 4200 angstroms •. · Thus, photographic and .visua,l magni-
tudes are.measures of intensity i~ qifferent parts of the energy spec-
trum •. A specific example ,is illustrated in Figure 3, wq.ich.shows the. 
Planck cui:ves,for two sta.,rs differing in temperature. Although the two, 
star~ have about the same visual magnitude, the.hotter star is .much 
brigh,ter photographically. 
Following Pickering's initial ,suggestion, Schwarzschild; in 1~00, ·· 
made a similar _suggestion in regard to use of the ,difference betwee'Q. 
visual and photographic magnitudes as an accurate meas1,1re of a· star's .. 
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color., Thus, the "problem" of a given star having different 'photograph-
ic and visual_ magnitudes was circumvented by defining a new -quantity, __ 
c_ol?r index, (CI) as the difference of the apparent photographic magni-
tude (mpg) and the apparent visual.magnitude (mv). 
CI = m - m pg v 
Parkhur~t and Jord_an · (20, 21), working at. the Yerkes Observatory, 
during the years 1904--1908, .detennine,d stellar color indices as defined 
above, Using orthochromatic_plates and a ·yellow filter, to measure a 
"visua+" magnitude, these.observers were the-first to d~ter~ine _colors 
entirely by photographic,methods. 
Later wor\c by Seares and .others led to the development: of addition-
al photographic techniques for measuring color. With production of the 
panchromatic emulsion, which is sensitive· to longer wavelengths, it 
became possible to match-the spectrat response of the eye by proper 
choice of.filters and emulsion. Photovisual magnitudes, wh~ch .cqmpared 
closely with the older visualmagnitudes, were then combined with photo-
graphic magnitudes __ to giye more acc:1,1rat:e color indice_s. 
Color index, a quantity which is easily-_ and precisely_ detennined 
for a given star, is a good measure of the .energy distri~ution in 
stellar radiation. This, in turn, lead.s ·to. prediction of. surface tern---
perature and other parameters of a1;1trophysical interest. Thus, color 
index is one of th_e most important "bits'.' of information carried by 
radiation quanta. 
Photographic techniques developed during ; the first three decades_. 
of the twentieth century remain extremely_ valuable -.in the general _ field, 
of astronomi~al photo1i11etry. Much of what was learned concerning the 
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necessity of standardizing magnitude .scales and the .use of color index 
has been carried over to modern photoelectric work. One of.the most 
obvious advantages of photography over photoelectric measures is.economy 
of telescope time; i. e,, up . to mill~ons. of star images can be recorded 
on a.good,plate, and this is particularly helpful in the location of 
variable stars. However, the main disadvantage of the photographic 
plate is its non-linear response to varying quantities of radiaµt ener-
gy. The photoelectric effect, the baisis of photoelectric methods in 
astronomical photo~etry, is linear over a wide range of brightness. 
For this reasc>11, photoelectric methods have been widely adopted, and as-
tronomical photometry has in.general come to mean photoelectric photo-. 
metry. 
Photoelectric Photometry 
The photoelectri~ effect was first reported by Hertz (22) in 1887, 
having been observed during experimental verification of Maxwell's 
electromagnetic theory of lighL During .the following fifty years ex7. 
perimental and theoretical developments, culminating in the formulation 
of relativity and quantum mechanics, provided a plausible basis for 
what is now referred to as. the photo~lectric effect. When electromag-
netic radiation strikes a metallic ,surface, it is possible for the 
energy associated with the radiation to be transferred to the metaL 
This,transfer takes place in.such a way that.the conduction electrons 
in the metal.are raised to higher energy levels and may, under proper 
conditions, be found outside the metallic surface. The importance of 
the photoelectric effect for astronomical photometry is based on its 
linear response to intensity changes. A change in the intensity of 
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radiation by a factor R. produces a change in the ,photocui"rent .. by the 
sam~ factor R~ llenc;.e, brightness measures employing photoelectric meth.,.;, 
ods essentially involve detection and measurement .of electric currents. 
The earliest astronomical,. ap:plic~tions•of photo,electtic; pheaomena 
made use of photoconductive cells. G •. M~ Mincqin (23, 24), in J,.895, 
at~ached · suc_h a ce;ll of his. own de.sign to a. 24 .... inch re.f lector: and ob-·. 
tained, measurable results from Jupiter, Saturn, Ve.ga ,. and .. other bright 
sources. A .quadrant elec trometer : was used as ~ measuring device •.. 
In-1906, Joel Stebbins (25) became interested in the possibility 
of using a $eleni,um cell t;q det;ect and· meE;1,sure stellar .radiati,;m at the·. 
focus of a telescope •. · The developmei:i.t of , photoelectric astr~:momy was, · 
for more that). fifty years from th.at time, inseparal:>ly linked to the·· 
work of·Dr. Stebbins. His p:i;-ofessional activity si>anned wen·over half·. 
a century, aIJ.d ·his_ last paper was written in collaboration with ,G. E. 
Kron, about two years before.his death at the age.of 87. Kron, 'who has, 
done.much.to develop electronic instrl.lillentation for use. in photometry, 
well illustrates the tendency of StebbiI?,s' associates. to make major- con-
ti.i;bution~ ili 'photoelectric .-work, In addition t<;> Kron, otI?-ers with .wh~m 
Stebbins worked,·during .his long and,·productive .. career ·include:·. F •. C. · 
Brown, who,. in .1906, broug4t · the selenium cel:j. to St;:ebbins' attentioI). 
anc;i collabor;;tted:in subsequent experiments concerning lun~r phases; 
Jacqb Kunz; who was instrum,enta.1,. in adapti,ng the photoemiss:i,ve ce.11 for 
stella:i;- photometry during the years 1911-1913; C. M. Huffer, who has. 
made many conq:-ibu~ions in oqservational stellar photometry.; and A. E, 
Whitford,, who, in_l932; revolutionized experimental work by impleme~tin~ 
a:n el.ectronic (vae:uum. tube) amplifier to boost_ the signal· fr9m the pho-
toelectric detector~ 
Th.e e:icpe1,:iments of ,Stebbins and Brown, (26); during the years 
1906-1907; represent -th~ real beg:i.nning -of , photoelectric photomet.ry. 
In-the course of this research, which first involved lunar and-later 
stellar,obse:i;-vation, the sensitivit;y of,the cell was cont:iilually im.-: 
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p1,:oved by.various methods. In particular, -it was found tha,t refrig~ra.-. 
tion with ,an, ice: pacl~ improve9 the sensitivity marke4ly. 
Following this preliminary work, Stel:>_bins started a detailed photo-
eiectric study.of Algol, an eclipsing stellar system~ In 19l0, ·the re-
portediresults cl;early showed-a secondary minimulll, previously undetected> 
by_ phot9graphic, or visual. methods (27). 
Dur-ing the years 1912-1913, while Stebbins. was-. on sabbattcal leave 
in Eqrope, Kunz and Sch1:1l:z;, working at the University of Illinois, de-. 
veloped a ._photometer employing a potassium hydride, photoemissive cell. 
The-results of stellar. me.asuremeilt1;1 with. this arra,ngement.were published 
in 1913 and·represent the first "photoelectric cell." application in 
stell<;ir astronomy (28) •. At th~ sam~ time, very similai;-devices were. 
being independently designed and inst,alled by. Guthnick _. (29) at -Berlin , 
artd by Rosenberg and Meyer-(30) at·Tubingen. These three 'in,dependent· 
. . . . . . -
investigations, reached essentiagy tqe _ same conclui;don:. the ,photoelec- · 
tric cell, due to_ its higher sensiti~ity~ was, certa.:i,n tq replace ,the 
selenium cell in astr9nomica],. applicat-;ions. The photoelectric cell; 
even f+om the start, outclassed all other -forms of dete_ctors -from the 
viewpoint of accuracy and sensitivity. 
From tlJ.e time of these early e:icperiments to tl).e late·l940's·the 
history of -phot9electric photometers. was, one of con!iltant improvement' in. __ 
both,accuracy.and sensitivity. Earlyimprovements in the photocells 
themselves, incl'\lcj.ed, beg:i.nning in _1916, the._ use of fused quartz enve-
lopes which not only provided better electrical insula,tion, but _also, 
gavehigher ultraviolet transmission (25). 
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One of the most outstanding early improvements in current measuring 
techniques was the,1924 developm~nt of the.Lindemann (31) elec1:tometer.' 
Although this instrument.was not ultrasensitive, it was much more stable 
physically than previou,s types. In -general, however, in spite of im-
proved.phys:i,.cal stability, the electrometer, at best a fragile device, 
was never well adapted to semi-portable operation on.the telescope. 
Also, since these instruments were dependent on at1D.ospheric drag for 
damping, it was not.possible.to evacuate the ca!;le, and the usual elec-
trical difficulties arising .from.humid air often prevailed to.make the 
operation unpredictabP,.e. 
Most of theE;,e undesirable factors were eliminate_d by Whitford~ _s 
vac::,uum.tube amplifier, which was available for astronomica.l applicqtions· 
in 1932 (32). This instrument was used in conjunction with a sensitive 
galvanometer to measure the current output of the photocell. Although 
this type of equipment was more sensitive and much more cqnvenient to 
use physically than.the electrometer, signql to noise ratto imposed 
limitations at low levels of illumination, i.e., for faint stars~ At-
terhpts to improve the signal to noise _ratio were. centered on ir.nprovement 
of the cells themselves. 
In the late 1930' s P. Gorlich (33) developed a .. new class of photo-
electric surfaces, the;most.sensitive of which .was an alloy of antimony. 
and cesium. About this same time, the technique of amplification by 
secondary emission experienced considerable development (34). Research..,· 
ers at RCA and elsewhere began work on the production of high.sensitivi-
ty photocells incorporating a secondary electron multipl~er in the same 
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tube with .the photocath9de~ The resulting phototubes, phot:c:imultipliers, 
had very high sensitivity, and th~ RCA, 1P21 had the highest quantum·• 
efficiency of any in this group. 
S~nce.their inc~ption, photoipult;:tpliers have been applied exten-
sively in-the g~neral. fiel.d of radiation measurement. In_l946, G. E. 
Kron (35) publish~d a very important paper on the applic~tion of phofo-:-
multipl:i,ers in as;ronomical·photometry~ Kron found the 1P21 to be "many· 
times supe:i;:-ior to light ·sensitive units previously used for photometry 
in the blue region of the spectrut\l." In followi:p.g years, the 1P21 was 
adopted by many photoelect;ric ,observers, in':luding Johnson and Morgan 
(36) whose.three col9r system.is the standard for .UBV photomet;ry. The-
development and·mass production of good·photomultipliers, such as the 
1P21, played a major role i11, the.definition of stanc;Iard photometric 
systems of sufficient precision for the purposes of modern astronomy. 
Modern photoel.ectric techniques were developed concurr~ntly with 
improvements in the instrut11entation~ Color index.meas1,1rements were, 
taken up by Guthnick and Prager (37) in 1916. The method· involved ob-
se:i;:-vation both with and without,a yellow filter. In effect, the spec .... 
tral response of the detector was modulated by a broad.band..,.pass filter, 
and this remains the general. method used to obtain ·color measur.es. 
Following these experiments, many·observers were engaged·in.photo-
electric color deteqlination~ ~ · One of the more elaborlilte systems is ... 
that.of Stebbins, Whitford, and Kron.(38), which or:j.ginal.ly I!Uide.use of 
a refrig~rated cesium;oxide cell and six filters. In the period from 
1910 to.1950, a multit1,1de of systems.evolved, and as the.number of 
systems increlilsed, the .necessity of defining one or .. more, standard sys-
tems _became evident. Whereas this had been virtually impossible fqr 
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visual and photographic work, due to the non-linear nature of the de-
tectors, the precision and reliability of photoelectric cletectors made· 
standardization quite feasible. 
H, L. Johnson appears to have coordinated the movement toward 
standardization of.photometric systems. Johnson's work, during the 
past·twenty years, not only defined a standard system for UBV photometry 
but al~o serves as a model for the standardization of other multicolor 
systems. 
In Chapter II of Basic Astronomical Data, Johnson (12) has care.,, 
fully examined the prac;ticl:!,l basis underlying definition of a standard 
system. It is therein pointed out that useful data, useful in the.sense 
that it provicles information which can be interpreted tq give physical 
characteristics of stars, can.be obtained without a generally accepted 
standard system. In this case, however, it is necessary for each ob-. 
server to accumulate sufficient data with his own system to provide a 
basis for comparing hts interpretations to those.of other observers. 
This procedure leads to repetitious observation of many bright standard 
stars. On the other hand, if all observations were referenced to a 
standard instrumental system, time that would otherwise be spent making 
routine observations of standard stars could be utilized for other 
measurements. This is the prime consideration which makes definition 
of a. standard system desirable. 
Johnson (12) identifies, on pages 221-222, four photometric sys-
tems, out of .the principal photoelectric systems now in existence, which 
"will be used for virtually all the broadband photometry of the future," 
These systemi:; are: the UBV system of Johnson and Morgan (36); the (P,V)E 
system of Eggen (39); the RI system of Kron and his collaborators (40, 
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·41, 42); and the· sb:-color:'.photome.tr.y .o;f Stebbins; Whitford', a:p.d Kron 
(38). 
In his concluding paragraph; Johnson (12) pre,sents an accurate.and 
concise picture of present day photometry; 
During the past decade, the .engineering problems of as-. 
tronomical photometry.- have been. carried to acceptable solu-
tions. Satisfactory photometric;: systems.of the required pre"". 
cision have been set up and tested. Photoelectric photometers 
of great sensitivity, efficiency, and convenience have been 
designed and constru~ted~ Good met~ods of using photographic 
photometry in conjunction_with_photoelectric observations have 
been worked out~ We are.now ready, from these standpoints, to 
go ahead on large-scale. photometric programs th.at will provide 
us with a great deai of information about the universe. It 
seems probable that the next decade will see our present. 
methods and syst:ems combineq. with mode,rn computational.. methqds, 
resulting in a. v~ritable, flooq of ai;:curate photometric data_. 
The methods,and proceQures are.available--they will be used. 
Present day trends toward.computer_cont,;olled fadlit:ies and in-line 
data processing leave: little doubt a~ to the present and ,future accuracy 
of-these predictions (43, 44), 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN •CONSIDERATIONS · AND DES9RIPTION ·· OF · INSTRU-
MENTATION FOR A THREE COLOR.PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEM 
Design of t~e Standar_d UBV Systeip 
The intended use of a,photc;,metric system determines, to a consid-
erable exte:o,t, t;~e location and bandwidth o:\; the:spectral,regi~ns t? be 
observed. Moreover, · significant restric1;:ionei on the cho.ice. of spectral,. 
regions and bandwidth, are.dictated by·the color ref:iponse of ,available 
detectors. Thus, the visual and .blue iregions of the: Internat:j.onai Sys7 
tem .were delimited by the spectq.l sensitivity of th.e eye and .early 
photographic plates respectively. 
In-view bf the large quantity of-data which ha,s-been·reduced on 
the basis of the _International Sys1;:em, it ,is, expedient_ to iI1,corporate 
the blue and visual spectral regions of t}:1'9,t system as part of a stand.;.. 
ard photoelectric system, Furth~rmore; if t;he:system is. to be._appl:1.ed 
to faint stars, as .well as bright-ones, the spectral reg:i,onS! of maximum· 
sensitivity should. be relatively broa<;l. Finally, the addition of a. 
thir4 spe~tra+ region~ ,i. e, , ultraviolet, to the usual blue and visual 
greatly.extends the discriminatory capal;>ilities of th~ system~ 
On. the. basis of. these consideraticms th_e UBV system was designed 
with pass bands approximat~ly 1000 angstrqms, _wide . centered .• on, about 
5500, ·.4300; and 3500 angs-i;:roms. The system is hom9geneous,. $ince a 
single standard apparatt,is was used for observation ot; ten_brigbt·stars 
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which serve as primary standards (36). Additionc!,l standard stars; in..,. 
eluding all spectral and luminosity classes and several clusters, have. 
been observed, to provide magnitudes and· colors. whicb, along with those . 
of the priip.ary standards, define the operationc:1.1 characteristic~ of the 
standard·apparatus (45), The physical parameters, such as limits and. 
shapes of the pass bands, which govern the operational.characteristics 
of the standard apparatus areknown by the exa.ct specification of fil-
ters, detector, and other pertinent components of the instrumentation, 
Experience with photoelectric methods has shown that while it is 
not po~sible·to construct instrumentation .which exactly.duplicates the 
performance ... of the standard apparat4s, a photometer assembled according 
to the standard specifications will permit linear, single-valued trans-
formations to the standard system~ Joht1son (12) has stated specifica-
tions which should be matched to provide concise .transformation to.the 
system: a reflecting telescope with aluminized mirrors should. be used 
with an RCAtype.lP21 photomultiplier; yellow filter - Corning 1/3384, 
standarc:l optical thi<;:kness; blue filtel;' - Corning 1/5030, standard opti-
cal th,ickness, cemented to 2-mm Schott GG13; ultraviolet filter - Corn':'" 
ing t/9863, standard optical thickness; observations should. be mac;le 
appro~dmately. 7000 feet above sea level, and reducti<Jn procedures of 
Johnson and Morgan(36) should be followed. 
Genel;'al Description of a Photoelectri<;: Photometer 
Before presenting a.detailed description of the.Enid System, it is 
convenient to discuss a generalized model of a complete photoelectric 
photorµeter. · In general, the instrumentation is comp<;>sed .of two inter-
related sub-system~: (1) an opticql system which collects ~md concer1-
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trates electromagnetic, radiatio"Q. which in. turn. produces .. a signal; (Z) 
electroni~ circuitry which detects, amplifies; and ;displays.the signa~. · 
The-link between these two.sub-systems is the photQmultiplier, which 
serves as both detecto:i; and .amplifier.,' Figure 4 points out ·most of: the 
major 1optical Gomponents. 
The telescope to.which the_photc:>:r;net~r is attached concentrates; 
lig~t from the.object unqer consideration _to f9rm·a real·imagE!.at ·the 
focal plane~ . The focal. plane diaphragm is usec;l. to l:i,~it, as closely as 
possible, .the l:f..ght ,falling on the. photomultipl:l;er to that from the. 
image; i.e~, the diaphragm is used to c1,1t ou~ peripheral background. 
In . general, the c;liaphragm .. is ac;ljusted t9 the smalle.s t aperture consist-
ent with seeing .conditions and stal;>ili~y of.telescope mounting~ 
The· filters, usually made ·of._ glass, are usec;l to sedec t the-· region 
of.the photomult;iplier response cu~e which;will<be us~d to .dete~t and 
meaf!lure.radiatio!).. Placement of the.filters in the.optical path·b 
determined by chopsing the.area to·be.illun;iinated on. the;filters. This,. 
in t4rn, depends on the_f-number,of th~ telescope optical system. 
The-field lens (sometimes called a Fabry lens), whi~h is made ,of 
fused quart:z; or s;ilica to provide ultraviolet traz:i.smission to about. 
3000 angstron:is, forms an_ image of the telescope objective, illuminated· 
by, the star under cons;ider1:1.tion, on the cathode .of the photomultiplier •. 
This tends to.restrict _the i~ge_ to a fixed.location.on the photocath,,-. 
ode, 'independent o~ small· va:r:iations. of focal plane. image positiot). with- · 
in_ the diaphragm aperture. dt.ie to. guiding errors. Witho1,1t this restri~""' 
t~on, _the image .woulc:,l. wander. over- regions of variable sensitivity. on . 
. . · 
the photocathode, thus produc~ng spurious vari:ii\ions in measured bright-
ness of.the star~ The position of the _field lens relative.to the focal 
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plane· diaphragm. is governed by. the lens diamet.er and the f-number of 
the telescope optics. 
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The heart of any photo~etric system is the light detector--in this 
case the photomultiplier. The spectral response of the photocathode is 
a design consideration of prime importance, and .the 1P21 is used for 
UEV systems to provide maximum sensitivity .in the visual and near ultra~ 
violet spectral regions. 
An importan~ property of a],.l photOCc).thodes is their temperature 
dependent color response'.. This,is one reafion why the photomultiplier 
is usually refrigerated-~to provicle a more nearly constant temperature 
and therefore.a more stal;>le cqlor ,response. A lower temperature also 
re~:luces dark current. The· refrigerant is usually dry ice, although 
liquid nitrogen is UEJed in certain. applications I The· re;frigeration box ... 
houses the detector in an air tight chamber to prevent condensation of 
atmospheric moisture. Appropriately placed heaters are used to keep.the 
windows covering the light port into the box condensation .free. 
In addition t<;> the optical components previously described, one.or 
more auxiliary eyepiece assemblies are.inclucled to provide accurate 
aiming of the telescope at the object.being studied. The wide angle 
assembly is uEJed for finding ancl prelimina,ry centering of th.e object. 
Final adjustment is made with the small angle microscope which provides 
a highly mag~ified view of.the focal plane diaphragm~ 
In general, essential electronic circuitry inc],.udes, in addition 
to the photomultiplier, an amplifier, regulated power\supplies for 
a~plifier and photo~ultiplier, and display devices~ The availability. 
of highly linear d, c. amplifiers of sufficient .stabtlity has made ,them 
the most popular choice for aEJtro~omical photometry. Frequently, as a 
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matter of convenience, connnercial amplifiers are altered to.provide 
gain control in, steps of ~,magnitude. Also, sufficiently stable high 
voltage supplies are available connn1;:rcially. The added. expense and 
complexity involveq. with pulse counting techniques makes that approach 
~easible only for systems handling large volumes of data, or for work 
near the limiting magnitude of a given system. 
Display may.be accomplished·simply by means of a panel meter equip-
ped with a mirror scale to reduce reading errors due to parallax. 
Usually, in contemporary practice, the amplified signal is monitored by 
a time-base chart recorder, thus a continuous and perm1,!nent record of 
the observations is provided. Highly automated systems employing dig.:. 
ital readout, punched tape output, and in line computing techniques are 
also in.use. 
The Enid System 
The photometer was designed for use with the 8-inch Tinsley Moclel. 
D, Cassegrain (Dall-Kirkham), f/16, telescope located.at the High School 
Observatory in Enid~ Oklahoma. The existing photometric system was 
built around the Photon .Meter (1186407) and. the Star Magnitude Meter 
Optical. Attachment · ({/86408-2), both of which are manufactured by Cenco 
Instruments Corporation. The Photon Meter, which include.s amplifier and 
high voltage power supplies, was not altered in any significant way. 
The Optical Attach!J.1~1:,t was salvaged to obtain the iris diaphragm, The· 
main features of the photometer design include the following:. dry. ice 
refrigeration of the photomultiplier; fused quartz.field lens; a con-
venient means of replacing damaged or otherwise inoperative filters; 
removal of flexure; small angl1;: eyepiece assembly for viewing .focal 
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plane dia.phragm~ Design for.the modificatioI1,s was worked out by:refer-
· ence to .the liter~ture, at\d con1;1truc;tiot\ was ... carried out 'in,the Physics.-
Chemistry Instrument Shop a,t Oklahoma State.University (46, 47, 48, 49). 
Heathkit Servo Cha,rt Recorder, Mode,l. EU-20A, .was employed in conjunction 
with a panel meter for display~ 
Electronic.Circuitry 
The cui:rent detector, hiS,h voltage power supply.for photomultiplier 
and power supply for the amplifier are all contained in.the Photon 
Meter. Si1;1ce.a rather complete descrtption of.this.unit.is availal,le 
in the 1ma,nufacturer'.s literature, on:).y a brief su.mmary will be given 
here. The circuit.diagram for the Photon Meter:is shown in Figure 5. 
Current, generated when electromagnetic l'."adiation strikee; the.pho-
tocathode of the 1P21, is detectec;l by q.:differential cathode follower. 
Curren.t se1;1sitivity is selected:from nine :ranges which vary from 10 
microamperes to 01:1,e nanoampere,for fµll sea.le deflection.· Meter:display 
and· 100 mv (:j:ull.. scale) monitor are available. High voltage may also 
. . . 
be·read on.the meter, The·photom,ultipl:i;.er power-_supply is,continuously. 
variable from -600 to -15.00 volts at 3 m~, and it is regulat~d by. a 
series tube and amplifier. 
For a~tro1;1oltlical work it is cqnve:Q.ient to e:iq,ress current sensitiy-
ity q.nd photocurrent.in magnituc;les,rather·thq.n mi~roamperes. The con-· 
version is as follows: 
. I 
m - n = 2.5 log10 (1 /1) 
. n. m 
where m is., the magnitude . of the source which produces, the full scale.· 
deflection lm of the meter or rec;:order. For convenienc~, this·expres-
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sion is r~written as fo]..lows: 
(3-rl) 
where S is the sensitiv:j.ty in Illagnitudes (corr~sponding_ to ft;1J,.l scale. 
. . .. 
defl~ction) and· dn. is the cieflection, expressed as a. frac~ion ._of full 
scale, corresponding to a, source of magriit:ud~ n. Using these relation-· 
sh:J.ps, current sensitivit:y for the various ranges of the Photon;Mete-i; 
~y. be· exp.ressed as in Table III. It ·is: understood that the zero point 
is set arbitrarily by.assigning a magnitude of 1~00 to ft;1ll scale de~ 
flection on the least sensitive scale. 
The socket for the 1P21 is wired according to .Figure 6. · Dynode re-r 
sis tors, (ROl ·· through RlO) and capacitors, COl and C02 are . wired directly 
to t}J.e socl,tet: .which is enclo~ed in an a:i,r 'tight ch.amber to prevent con-
densation upon ,.cool;i.ng •. A vacuum feed through is used for the high volt:-
age· and sigqal l,.a~ds. Ground connections, .are made to. the photometer · · 
case. 
The, photomuJ..tiplier socket was .. caref::ully chosen to· minimize. leak-
age~ It· is nece~sary to u~e a socket I11ade. from -mica..:.filled -bakelite or 
ceramic, since ordina1;-y bakelite will not in gener.;ll provide sufficient 
insulation between,the cathode (pin #lJ,.)'and anode (pin-#10) when high 
voltage is applieci. 
Electi;-ostatic-shield.i-p.g and. magnetic shielding are accoµiplished by 
apply:J.ng the sh:t,eld;i.ng material directly t~ the;lP21~ Copper foil was 
wrapped r. tight:J,.y around the. gJ,.ass enveJ,.ope, a rectangular apertu:i;-e be:i,ng 
· left to adm:J..t ·light. : Next, a layer of plastic ;elec,t:ricql tape was 
applied to provide electrical insulation and:,mechanical,. support. The 
foil is cqnne~ted;to the photocat:hode by nJ,eans:of a thin wire soldered 
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TABLE III 
PHOTON METER CURRENT SENSITIVITY 
Range Full Scale Deflection Sensitivity 
(Microamps) (Magnitudes) 
10.0 10.0 1.00 
3.0 3.0 2.31 
1.0 1.0 3.50 
0.3 0.3 4.81 
0 .• 1 0.1 6.00 
0.03 0.03 7.31 
0.01 0~01 8.50 
0.003 0.003 9. 81 · 
0.001 0.001 11.00 
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to pin ,//11 tqrough a hoJ,.e in the. side of the tube base. · The ne;xt layer 
is the magnetic shield and is composed of a ;004 inch thickness of.ad-
hesive.,.-backed·Shieldmu 30. A final layer of plastic tape was added for 
further 1I1echanical support. Figure 7 illustrates the.tube socket; the 
mounting of. the tttbe, .and th.e photom'l;lltiplier. 
The Optical.System 
Figure 8 shows.place1I1ent of the major components of the optical 
system. The eyepiece assembly, designed.for viewing the diaphragm, con-
sists.of a prism, two .achromat!;l of fc;,cal,length 57 mm, and a convention-
al eyepiece. The achro1I1at cJ,.osest to the diaphragm is positioned so 
tha1; it collimates light coming from,the plane of the diaphragm, and 
the second achromat focuses this parallel .light; a convenient distance 
away, from. the central axis of .. the photometer. The· diaphragm may be 
illuminated by a grain of,wheat bulb, and after final adjust1I1en1=s have 
been made the prism is removed from the light path by sliding the entire 
asse1I1bly away from the central axis, thus allowing light; from the focal 
plane image of the star to traverse filters and field lens before. 
striking .the photocathode~ 
Four.different filters are provided, each of these being either a 
single type or a,COll\bination of two types of Schott Optical Glass. 
Mineral oil was used to bind the composite filters. The followil;lg glass· 
types and thickq.esses were used: ultraviolet (U) -·UG2, 2 mm; blue (B) 
GG13, 2 mm plus BG12, 1 mm; visual .. (V) - GG14, 2 mm. In additi.on to 
these standard filters, a composite filter consisting of UG2. and RGl, 
• ' I ' 
2 mm and 1 mm respectively, is provided .for ui;;e in determining red leak 
of the ultraviolet filter~ All filters are one incq in diameter and 
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Figure 7. Tube Socket Assembly and Photomultiplier Chamber 
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have an aperture of 3/4 inch when mc;,unted. 
The filter~ are placed four·inches (101.6 nun) from the focal plane 
diaphragm. Since the focal ratio of.the telescope is f/16, the illumi-
nated c1,rea on the filter at this position is !t; inch in diameter. 
The field lens, which is made of fused quartz, has a focal length 
of three inche~ and a dial)leter of ~,inch. Since the tel~scopeobjective 
is effectively 128 inches away, its image will be very close to the· 
principal focus. of the field lens, S:i,nce the field .. lens is situated 
relatively close to t~e focal plane of the telescope, the ratio of field· 
image spot size to telescope·objective diameter is essentially .the sc;1me· 
as the.ratio of field lens fc;,cal length to objectiye focal length~ 
From this it follows. tha.t. the diameter of the. spot ,image on the photo-. 
cathode i, 3/16 inches. 
The region of best collection on th,e photoc~thode of .. the 1P21 lies 
between 0.10 and 0.20 inches in front of the central axis of.the tube. 
Accordingly, ,the position of the field lens relative to the central 
axis of the tube is set at about 3.25 inches, and .provision is made for 
fine adjustment of this dimension. 
The position of the field lens relatiye to the d:1-aphragm is• chosen .. 
to accomodate the largest diaphragm opening plus the additiol).al fanning 
out of the divergent b\lndle of rc:1ys. Location,of the lens $ix.inches 
from th~ diaphragmallows,for a,beam diameter of 3/8 inch at the lens. 
Mechanical Design 
Al though choke and proper, positioning of suitable optical, .and 
electronic components are necessc:1ry consideration~ in photometer design, 
mechanical stability is of equal importance, In particular, ,flexure 
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cannot be toler~ted~ _Furthermore, mechanical design presente. unique 
problems when the system:is designed fo;·a si;n.~11 telescope.-
Figure 9 illustrat;:es the first d~sig~ employed.·, This model was 
not sufficiently :i;igid to provide freedoi;n fr()m fle;icure ~ Al:so, the mass· 
center._ of the photometer was so. far from the declinatio~ axis of th.e 
telescope th.at conventional methoq.s of, balailcing the. additional lqad 
were not feasible. It was, fc,und that; the photo.mete;r could be independ-
en1:ly suspended_ from. dome, superstructure in._ such, a way. as to reduce the -
amount of additional counterweigh~s required; h9weyer, this scheme 
proved unsuccessful due to its inter~erence with the telescope drive -
mechanism. 
The preliminary design wasmodified to move·the_ mass center closer 
to the declinatioi;i 1;1.xil!3, to reduce th(\! t;ot~l weight,:, and_.to provide 
adequate! brac;d,ng to mi\:iimize flexure~ In order to meet these _requ!re.,.. 
ments it was necessary to delete tl;ie rack and pinion focusing device 
and:the wide a~gle.eyepiece~ The,alum~num,box which houses the refrig-
eration chamber was i;nacllined to get rid of exces1;3 weight~ -- Bracing was 
designed to place most of_the load of the photometer on.the mount~:ng 
saddle of the telescope, thus avoiding ,.misalign~ent .,of the primary mir-
ror cell~ Th~·resulting distribution of_weight ma4e possible a net 
zero torque cond,ition abou.t · bot;h · polar at1d. declination axes so that th.e 
telesco,pe d+ive unit.is not significantly taxed_beyond·the normal load 
for wh=\,ch it was-designed. 
The· photc;>1neter is mechanic~lly separable intq the two subasseni~ 
blies shown in Figure lQ and: Figure ll, Figure l? and Figure 13 _·show 
tlle a~sembled. photometer. Figure 14 illust:t:'ates installation of.the 
. \ photaxµeter and, i_ts c~unterweights_ on tl;ie telesce>pe ~ - Figure 15. shows 
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Figure 9. Preliminary Photometer Design 
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Figure 10. Refrigeration Box Subassembly 
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Figure 11. Optical Subassembly 
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Figure 12. Photometer - Front View 
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Figure 13. Photometer - Top View 
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Figure 14. Photometer Installation 
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Figure 15. Enid Instrumentation 
the telescope, photometer, amplifier, and recorder which comprise. the 
Enid System. 
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The aluminum refrigeration box (Figure 10) houses the chamber for 
refrigerant and the.photomultiplier chamber. The only physical connec-:-
tions between these inner chambers and the box, other than cables· 
entering the photomultiplier chamber through the bottom of the box, are 
the refrigerant intake port, located in the top of the box, and the port. 
for entry of light, locat;ed in the·• front of the box, Each of these 
ports is constructed of .005 inch (thick) stainless steel tuqing, Res- .. 
ervoir and photomultiplier .chamber are thermally insulated from the 
outer box by styrofoam. The reservoir will hqld approximat:ely.five 
pounds of dry ice; however, experience shows 3 to 3~ pounds sufficient 
for a minimum of eight hours observation. 
Access to the photomultiplier .chamber is from the bottom. In 
Figure 7, the base.plate which supports the tube socket assembly has 
been removed to expose the interior of the chamber. This chamber is 
rendered air t:i,ght by means of 0-ring seals: one.on the base plate and 
another on the quartz window where light.enters. The vacuum feedthrough 
in the base plate provides electrical connections·to the socket assem-
bly. 
A heater, used for keeping the quartz window free from water 
vapor, is a 16-inch length of 4;25 ohm/foot Nichrome wire, The heater 
coil is positioned immediately behind .the dark slide .(Figure 12), and 
it is joined to copper leads (zip cord) by crimped brass. tubing, The 
junctions are insulated with asbestos held in place by teflon tubing, 
The heater is powered by a toy tra:f._n transformer, and the.maximum ob-
tainable power is about 20 watts. 
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The· other major subassembly· (Figuire 11) houses . the field. lens, 
filters, diaphragm; and diaphrl;lgm viewing assembly. The fiel.d lens is 
mounted in a threaded.brass cell, and it should be positioned about·0,1 
inch from the surface which fits flush against the dark slide face.plate 
when the instrument is fully assembled. This is e~sily accomplished 
using the special tool.provided. 
The filter.box cc;,nta:1,.ns a,wheel in which ,four.filters al'.ld·a clear. 
aperture. are mounted. The filterE! are positioned in ._the light path by 
precision detents, and a color dot 01;1 the.exposed edge of the.wheel 
corresponds to the filter in the.light path according to_ the fc;,llowing 
scheme·: 
Color Dot Filter 
Black. Ultraviolet 
Blue Blue 
Yellow Visual 
Red U-Red Leak 
White Clea~ Aperture 
Access to the.filters for cleaning or.replacement is proyided by a 
small cover plate •. 
Spectral Response.and Operating Procedures 
For tl;le purpose of preliminary comparison,of·the completed instru7 
ment witl:i both the, original, design and the. stan9-ard instrumenta.:t:ion, ·. 
spectral response was investigated in.the range,3000 to 6000 angstroms., 
A source of constani;: radiant flux _at all wavelengthi; in this range, was 
provided by the monochrometer of the Bec~~an DK-1.spectrophotomete; 
which is operated Jointly by the _Chemis.try and Physics Departments at. 
Oklahoma, State University.: 
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The specific procedures followed in this study, along with sug-
gested,operating procedures in normal applications have been stated 
elsewhere (50). The re~ults of this study show the pass bands, to be, 
essentially those.of the standard instrum~ntation (51). The larger, 
sharper response and the insign~ficant dark current at dry ice tempera~ 
ture makes this the optimum mode of operation, Red leak of the ultra-
violet filter appeared negligible, and, as expected, the addition of. 
the quartz window reduced the magnitude of the response at all.wave-
lengths, compared to that of the original apparatus. 
CHAPTER IV 
TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS FOR THE UBV SYSTEM 
The reduction of observations invo.lves correction for atmospheric 
extinct:;i.on and transformation of the extinction corrected natural mag-
nitudes and colors to the stanq.ard system. The topic of this chapter. 
is the development of transformation equations which can be used for 
extinction .. corrections and transformation to the standard systemo Meth"'"'. 
ods for evaluation of extinction coefficients and constants. in the 
transformation equations will also be d.iscu~sed. 
Atmospheric Extinction 
Considering an element of absorbing material of thickness. !J.x, th.e 
change in intensity, .!J.I, of radiation having intensity I traversing !J.x 
is 
!J.I = - I yt:.x • 
In.the limit, as !J.x approacheE? zero, the above·expression becomes 
dI - I ydx , 
Integration over a path of length x gives 
£n I = ZnI - yx, 
0 
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log (I/I) 
0 
· 2 • 5 log (II I ) 
0 
= 
= 
This can be written in terms of magnitude by use of Equation (3-1). 
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(4-1) 
where m is the original apparent magnitude and mis apparent magnitude 
0 
after. the radiation has passed thrqugh a length x of absorbing ma.terial, 
Comb:f..ning constants, Equation (4-1) can be written as follows 
m = m - kX, 
0 
where Xis measured in units of air mass at the observer's zenith. 
(4-2) 
The numerical value of X is· determined by the position of. the 
star relative to the observer's zenith. For a star at.zenith, X=l.000, 
and X increases as zenith distance.increases. To .a good approximation, 
Xis given by the secant of the zenith distance (z), This holds well 
up to z = 60°, where the inaccuracy in the approximation is 0.005 air 
mass. For large.r values of. z, the following expression gives a more 
accurate approximation to air mass (52): 
x 2 sec z - 0.0018167 (sec z - 1) - 0~002875 (sec z - 1) 
- 0.0008083 (sec z - 1) 3 . 
The numerical valt1e of sec z is determined for any observation by 
the relationship 
-1 
sec z = (sin¢ sin o +cos¢ cos o cos h) 
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where~ is the obs~rver's latitude; .o is the declination of the star, 
and h i$ the hour angl~ of the star. Stellar po$ition coordinates are.· 
defined in Figure 16. 
Due to c~rtain selective mechanisms,· including mo.lecular absorp-
tion bands.and molecular scattering, light.which pas~es through the 
atmosphere is not 1 only.diminished in,general,.but is also reddened; 
i.e., shorter wavelengths are scattered or,attenuatecl more strongly 
than the longer ones.· Hence, each·wavele'Q.gth.has a,different absorp-. 
tion coefficient k.. Writing out,.Equation ,(4-2) for .blue (B), ·visual· 
c 
(V), and ul tr.aviolet (U) gi Ve$, the following: 
(mo)B - . ~ - kBX' · 
(mo)V = ~ - 1\TX, 
(mo)U = mu- - Y· · 
From. these three equatiqns, .. the following a;re · d~veloped; 
(kB - 1\,) X, . 
(4-3) 
From the definition of color index, blue magnitude minus visu~l magni-
tude, it. follows that: 
~ - ~-- CBV (color index at observer's position); 
kB - kv - ~V (extinction coefficieI).tfor color index). 
North 
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Pole 
Celestial 
Horizon 
y: Vernal Equinox 
a: Right Ascension 
o: Declination 
8: Sidereal Time 
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Z: Zenith Distance 
¢: Observer's Latitude 
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Zenith 
Celestial 
Nadir 
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Figure 16. Stellar Position Coordinates 
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Thus, the first of Equations (4-3) may be written 
= 
Similarly, for the U - B color index: 
= 
or, in general: 
c = c - k x 
O C 
(4-4) 
Since the energy is not monochromatic in the photometric bands 
used, the measured extinction coefficients (k, k) will, in general, 
C· 
be some. function of the color index of the star being observed (52). 
According to Hardie,(7), it is usually possible, for the cases of in-
terest here, to express extinction coefficients as a linear function 
of color index. 
For the magnitude coefficient 
k = k' + k" c, (4-5) 
where C = color index uncorrected for extinction; k' = magnitude ex-
tinction coefficient for star of zero color index; k" = increment in 
magnitude extinction coefficient for star of color index C = LOO, 
Similarly, for the color coefficient 
k = k' + k" c, 
c c c 
(4-6) 
where C is the uncorrected color index, k' = color extinction coeffi-
c 
cient for star of zero color index, and k~ = increment in color extinc-
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tion coefficient for star of color index C = 1.00. 
The quantities k' and k' are hereby defined as principal coeffi-
c 
cients, while k" and k" are defined to be second order coefficients. 
c 
The use of the linear formulation above (Equations (4-5) and (4-6)), 
with the inclusion of second order coefficients, is justified on the 
grounds that present methods do not permit measurement of higher order 
terms. 
The following expressions result from combining Equation (4-2) and 
Equation (4-4) with Equation (4-5) and Equation (4-6): 
m = m - k"CX; 
0 
C = C (1 - k'~) - k 1 x. 
O C C 
(4-7) 
(4-8) 
By use of appropriate techniques, to be discussed in.another sec-
tion, the extinction coefficients can be measured experimentally. 
Thus, C and m may be determined from observed values of C and m. 
0 0 
Magnitude and Color Transformations 
As pointed out previously, natural magnitudes and colors deter-
mined in systems of medium bandwidth photometry depend on.the particu-
lar bands chosen in setting up the natural system. In order to mean-
ingfully compare ref:lults with those of other systems, it is convenient 
to transform natural colors and magnitudes to standard values. Hence, 
the problem of relating measures made in one system to those made in 
another system is now taken up, 
Hardie (7) has shown in paragraph 3.1 that if the stars are con":" 
sidered to be ideal black body radiators, then for a given star, the 
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color index c1 (measured in system 1) is related to the color index c2 
(measured in system 2) by a simple linear relationship, provided high 
temperatures and long wavelengths are avoided" Under these conditions, 
th.e relationship between c1 and· c2 may be written in the form: 
= (4-9) 
Real stars definiately do not radiate strictly as black bodies, 
the departures from black body behavi9r being caused by certain absorp-
tion features. Hence, simple linear transformations such as Equation 
(4-9) must be used with cautiono Nevertheless, if certain conditions 
are met, the error involved in the use of Equation (4-9) and other 
equations developed from it, will not be significant, compared to ex-
perimental error, using present methods. Hardie (7) emphasizes the 
following three stipulations: the color systems must be closely.matched; 
major spectral discontinuities, such as the Balmer discontinuity, must 
be excluded from the pass bands; stars of widely differing character 
(spectral class and luminosity class) should not be expected to fit a 
single set of transformation equations" 
Assuming the validity of the linear theory outlined above, the 
following tral).sformation is used to relate magnitudes measured in sys-
tem 1 to those.meas-ured in system 2 for a given star: 
= (4-10) 
Empirical determination of the scale factors, sandµ, and the zero 
point constants s ands is accomplished by a sufficient number of 
m c · 
common observations in the two systems, Specific methods will be dis-
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cussed in a following section of this chapter. 
:aaving set forth the limits of applic~bility of the linear theory. 
described above, the next problem .to be con\ddered is. reduction of raw 
data to.standard.magnitudes and colors. It ·is assumed that the natural 
system is designed to permit the use of linear transformations of the 
form (4-9) and (4-10). 
Th~ raw data which result from photoelectric.observations are 
usually deflections of a meter or recorder pen. Writing out Equation 
(3-1) for the three colors of the UBV system gives observed magnitudes 
corresponding to deflections (d) which h~ve been corrected for s~y 
background and color leaks in the pass bands: 
u = s - 2.5 log d u' u 
b = Sb - 2.5 log db' (4-11) 
v = s - 2.5 log d .• 
v v 
The corresponding color indices are: 
(b-v) = Sb - Sv - 2.5 log (db/dv)' 
(4-12) 
(u-b) = Su - Sb - 2.5 log (du/db). 
Second order extinction theory is now applied to these observed 
values to obtain natural (extra~atmosphere) colors and magnitudes. 
These.quantities are denoted by zero subscripts. No second order ex-
tinction term is included in the expression for v, in accordance with 
0 
the observed absence of any appreciable second order effect in.the 
visual magnitudes (7). Making use of Equation (4-7) and Equation (4-8), 
the following are derived: 
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v. = v ... k x, 
O V 
(b-v) 0 = (b-v)(l - ~v X) - ~v X, (4-13) 
Using the designa~ion~ 
Jx = (1 - ~v X),. 
Equation (4-13) may be writteIJ. as foJ,.lows: 
v = v - k x 0 v ' 
(b"":V) = J (b-v) - k{, x 0 x v ' (4-14) 
(u-b) = G (u-b) 
- k~b x. 0 x 
Assuming the validity of transformati.on relationsh:i,.ps (4-9) and 
(4-10), the transformation from.the natural sy~tem (u; b, v) to the 
0 
standard system (U, B, V) may be written as follows: 
v = v + E(B-V) + r;: ' 0 v 
B 
- v = µ (b-v) + r,;b , O V (4-15) 
U - B = '¥(u-b) + z; b" O U 
Combining Equations (4-14) and EquatiOIJ.S (4-15), the following working 
equations are obtained; 
V = v - k X + E(B-V) +I';, 
v v (4-16) 
B - V = µJ (b-v) - µkb' X + l';b· , x v . v 
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U - B '¥G (u-b) - '¥k'b X + ~ b" x . u u 
These equations provide the transformation from the natural (u, b, 
v) system to the standard (U, B, V) system, in terms of the constants 
0 
of the natural system (e, µ,'¥),extinction (kv' Jx' Gx' kbv' k~b), ob-
S erved def. lecti'ons, and ai'r mass. Zero poi'nt values (r r ,.. ·· ) can 
... v' ... bv' ... uh 
be determined, along with principal,extinction coefficients, by obser-
vation of standa.rd stars, provided the system parameters (e, µ,'¥)and 
second order extinction terms are known. 
Determination of Constants 
The evaluation of scale factors and extinction parameters is ac-
complished most precisely by separating the unknowns into groups and 
selecting measuring techniques whiqh maximize the effects of the para-
meters under consideration while minimizing the influence of the re-
maining ones. For example, s, µ,and'¥ are best.determined from stars 
having a wide range of colors and located close together as in a 
cluster, The pri.nciple extinction coefficients, on the other hand, are 
best determined from stars of similar color diJferin.g substantially in 
air mass. Second order extinction parameters are best determined from 
differential measures on a close optical pair as it moves through a 
wide range of air mass. 
Determination of Second Order Extinction Coefficients 
Sec<;>nd order ext;i.nction coefficients may be deter!l).ined by observing 
a close optical pair as it moves through a large range of air mass. If 
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the two stars have essentially the same coordinates, then, according to 
Equation (4-7) and Equation (4-8) differential measures of magnitude 
and color will behave according to the following relationships: 
= 
= (C - C ) (1 - k" X) 1 2 c ' 
which may be written in a more concise form using at. notation: 
11 m = t.m - (M) k" X, 
0 
11 C = t.C - (t.C) k" X. 
O C 
(4-17) 
(4-18) 
For the specific case of the blue, visual, and ultraviolet color extinc-. 
tion parameters, Equation (4-18) may be written: 
t..(b-v) = ~v X 11(b-v) + t.(b-v) 0 , 
11(u-"b) = k"b X t.(u-b) + t. (u-b) • U O 
From this it follows that a plot of b.(b-v) versus X /1(b-v) yields a. 
straight line whose slope is kbv• A similar procedure may be followed 
to determine k~b· 
Determination of Principal Extinction Coefficients 
Two methods for determining principal extinction coefficients will 
be discussed. The conventional method employs the observations.used in 
the determination of second order coefficients. Assuming second order 
coefficients determined by the procedure previously outlined, these 
quantities are used in Equation (4-14) rearranged as follows: 
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(b-v) J = k{,v x+ (b-v) , x 0 
(u-b) G = k' x + (u..,..b) ·, (4-19) x ub 0 
v = k X+v . v 0 
Therefore, a plot of (b-v) Jx versus X yields a ·line w}i.ose slope is the 
average kbv for the time during _which the observatic;ms were. made. 
Average values for k~b and kv are determined from.similar plots~ Ex-
tinction values derived by this method are mast useful in a general ~b-
serving program when transparency is constant. 
The second.method for determining principal extinction coefficients 
was developed by Hardie (9). This method, which involves differential 
measures on standard stars; assumes known values for the system con.,.. 
stants E, 14, and'¥. It also assumes that the seconc;l otder·coefficients 
are known, and th~t only the principal coefficients are being sought. 
In its simplest form, the method requires observation of two stand-
ard stars: one near zenith and the other with .a: substantial air mas$, 
Expressing the measures differentially, .the following expressions re-
sult from Equations (4-16): 
k = !J.v - !J.V + e:!J.(B-V) 
v tJ.X 
µ!J.[J (b-v)] - !J.(B-V) 
k' = ' x (4-20) bv µ!J.X 
'¥/J.[G (u-b)] - A(U-B) 
k' . x = iJ'i'\X uh 
Thus, once the scale·fact.ors are.well known, the expenditure of a 
very small quantity of observing time makes possible,accurate detetmina-
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tion of principal extinction coefficients. In an observing program, 
this method of evaluating extinction can be used effectively even when 
sky transparency is changing. 
If several high stars and several low stars are observed, Equa-
tions (4-16) may be plotted to determine both extinction parameters and· 
zero point terms. A plot of [v + E(B~V) - V] versus X gives a line 
whose slope is k. Similarly, plots of [µJ (b-v) - (B-V)] versus X and 
v. x 
[~Gx(u-b) - (U-B)] versus X provide graphical solutions for µkbv and 
~k'b, respectively. Zero point terms may be evaluated from the.inter-u . 
cepts. 
Determination of Scale Factors 
One of the most convenient methods of determining scale factors is 
by observation of standard stars in a cluster. The observations are 
treated differentially, so that extinction effects are minimized~ Using 
approximate values for the principal extinction coefficients; such as 
those determined by the first extinction method discussed previously, 
Equations (4-19) are employed to prov.ide v , (b-v) , and (u-b) for 
0 . 0 0 
each star observed. Using these values in Equations (4-15), graphical 
solutions for E, µ,and~ are determined. If (V-v) is plotted versus 
0 
(B-V) for each star observed, the slope of the best fitted line is E. 
The factorsµ and~ may be determined in a similar fashion from plots 
of (B-V) versus (b-v) and.of (U-B) versus (u-b) • 
0 0 
An alternate solution for~ and.µ is based on·th~ following re""' 
arrangement of Equations (4-15): 
but, 
B-V = µ(b-v) + ~b, O V 
(B-V) - (b-v) 0 = (µ-1) (b-v) 0 + sbv' 
~~) = 
0 
(B-V) - ~bv 
µ 
Therefore, substitution for (b-v) on the right side of the previous 0 . 
equation: gives; 
(ij-V) - (b-v) 0 = (1 - 1/µ)(B-V) + ~bv/µ. 
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Thus, a plot pf [(B-V) - (b-v) 0 ] versus (B-V) permits a graphical solu-
tion for (1 ~ 1/µ) from whichµ can be determined. Similarly, a plot 
of [(U-B) - (u-b) ] versus (U-B) leads to graphical determination of~. 
0 
CHAPTER·V 
OBSERVING PROGRAM AND DATA REDUCTION 
Observing Program Design 
The observing program was designed to implement.determination of 
the system constant~ (t, µ, f) and second order extinction coefficients 
<tt,;v' k~b). Cons!deration of star position (relative.to the horizon) 
and telescope limitations adequately restricted choice of stars to be· 
included in the program. 
Since the observations were to take·place,in the late winter and 
early spring seasons, only those stars.visible in this period could be 
included. This requirement led to consideration of stars having right· 
ascension in the.range four hours to nineteen.hours. Similar restric.,. 
tions on .. declination are defined by the latitude of the observatol;'y. 
Due to the relatively small·telescope aperture, no stars fainter than 
visual magnitude six were included. 
Subject to the restrictions outlined above, a list of 46 standard 
stars was compiled. Two optical pairs (e1 ~ e2 Tau and a1 , a.2 Lib) and 
nine members of the.Pleiadescluster were incluc;led. Table IV contains 
a complete.listing. Standard magnitudes·and colors were obtained from; 
Johnson and Morgan, (8) an.d Johnson and Harris (45) ~ Coordinate infor ... 
mation was obtained from Becvar (53). 
Observation of the optical pairs over a wide range of.air mass 
77. 
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TABLE IV 
STAR LIST 
Spectral 
ID Number Name GC Number. v B-V ··U~B Class 
1 e1 Tau 5433 3.85 0.955 0.741 GB 
2 e2 Tau 5436 3.41 0.119 0.132 A7 
3 74 e: Tau 5430 3.52 1.011 0.878 G8 
4 16 Tau 4475 5.45 -0.046 -0.33 B7 
5 17 Tau 4477 3.69 -0.107 -0.41 B6 
6 18 Tau 4485 5.64 -0.075 -0.36 B8 
7 19, Tau 4486 4.29 -0.106 -0.46 B6 
8 20 Tau 4500 3.86 -0.068 -0.40 B7 
9 21 Tau 4502 5.75 -0.044 -0.23 B8 
10 23 Tau 4512 4.16 -0.056 -0.43 B6 
11 n Tau 4541 2.86 -0.090 -0.33 B7 
12 27 Tau 4586 3.62 -0.085 -0.36 B8 
13 f3 Ari 2309 2.65 0,13 0.10 AS 
14 o Tau 4070 3.59 Q.89 0.62 G8 
15 rr 3 Ori 5875 3.19 ·0,45 -0.0l F8 
16 rr4 Ori 5911 3.69 -0.17 -0.80 B2 
17 n Aur, 6226 · 3.17 · -0.18 -0.67 B3 
18 y Ori 6668 1.64 -0.23 -0.87 B2 
19 f3 Tau 6681 1.65 -0.13 -0.49 B7 
20 36 u Ori 6850 4.63 -0.26 -1.07 BO 
21 44 1 Ori 6937 2. 77 -0.25 -1.08 09 
22 46 e: Ori 6960 1. 70 -0.19 -1.04 BO 
23 r; Lep 7247 3.55 · ·0.10 0,06 A2. 
24 134 Tau 7306 4.90 -0.07 -0.18 B9 
25 y Gem 8633 1.93 o.oo . o.03· AO 
26 54 A Gem 9701 3.58 0.11 0.10 A3 
27 p Gem 9987 4.16 0.32 -0.03 FO 
28 77 K Gem 10403 3.57 0.93 0.68 GB 
30 11 LMi 13242 5.41 o. 77 0.45 G8 
31 21 LMi 13896 4.48 0.18 0.08 A7 
32 a. .Leo 13926 1.36 -0.11 -0.36 B8 
33 p Leo 14487 3.85 -0.14 -0.95 Bl 
34 90 Leo 15874 5.95 -0~16 -0.64 B3 
35 f3 Leo 16189 · 2,14 0.09 0.07 A3 
36 f3 Vir 16215 3.61 · 0.55 0.10 1''8 
37 y Crv 16740 2.60 -0.11 -0.35 B8 
38 f3 Com 17874 4.28 0.57 0 .07 · GO 
39 61 Vir 18007 4.75 o. 71 0.25 GS 
40 a. Vir 18144 0.96 -0,23 -0.94 Bl 
41 70 Vir 18212 4.98 o. 71 0.26 GS 
42 n Boo 18805 2.69 0.58 0.19 GO 
43 109 Vir 19884 3.74 o.oo -0.03 AO 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
Spectral 
ID Number Name GC Number v B-V U-B Class 
44 (ll Lib . 19970 5,16 0.41 · -0 .04 · . F4 
45 (l2 Lib 19975 2.75 0.15. 0.08 · A3 
46 (l Lyr 25466 0 •. 04 0.00 -0.01 AO 
47 y Lyr · 26086 3.25 -0.05 .. -0.09 B9 
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provided data for evaluation of second order extinction parameters. 
Observations of the cluster stars were interspersed with those of an 
optical pair, on a given night, to facilitate approximate first order 
extinction measures. Cluster measurements were then treated differen-
tially, as described in Chapter IV, to determine scale factors. 
In addition to pair and.cluster observations, measures were made 
on various other standard stars with the intent of providing data for 
more precise scale factor determinations. Stars observed for this pur-
pose were divided into two groups. Set #1: Stars of similar color ob~ 
served through substantially different air masses; Set #2: Stars having 
a wide range of colors observed at about.the same air mass. Assuming 
the natural system to be·fairly well matched to the standard, observa-
tional data for Set 111 and Set #2 may.be used in an iterative procedure 
which not only effects good values for principal, extinction coeffi-,· 
cients, but also permits more precise determination of the scale fac-
tors. 
Equations (4-16) are plotted, as previously described ort page 75 
utilizing preliminary scale factors and data from observation of Set 
#L The resulting principal extinction coefficients are used in Equa-
tions (4-14) to determine v , (b-v) · , and (l.1-1;>) for each star in Set 
0 0 0 
112. These quantities are then utfli?ed in. plots of Equati.ons (4-15) 
which yield refined values fore, µ,.and·'!'. The new values· for the 
scale factors may then be used in Equations (4-16), and the entire proc-
ess is repeated. Iteration continues until the scale.factors are con-
stant to the number of significant figures justified by experimental 
uncertainty. 
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Observing Procedure 
Several preliminary preparat;ons were necessary each evening prior 
to observation.· It is h:i.ghly desirable that the system se'Il:sitivity re-
main unchanged.during the observations. Thus, electrical components 
were turned on at least one hour before any observations were made. 
Also, the photocathode was cooled for a minimum of one hour before 
making any meEl,surements, Finally, the dome was opened sufficien~ly 
early to allow the interior to more closely approach thermal·equ;ilib-
rium with out.side air, 
The hour circl,e of .the telescope was rectified by sighting a 
bright star, usually Rigel, Capella, or Betelgeuse, and setting the 
circle to the proper coordinate, The .proper driving rate in right :as-
cension wae established by means of a variable·frequency control unit· 
incorporated in. the power. supply for the telescope drive mechanism •. · A 
driving rate sufficient to .hold the star ·image in a 1 mm diaphr'agm ap,,.., 
erture.for·at .least 5 minutes .was judged ·adequate. 
About fifteen minutes before the start of the observing period,· 
the paper drive mechanism .of the chart recorder was .started in· coinei-
dence with a time signal from the National Bureau of Standards radio 
station, wwv. The chart drive rate (0.5 inch/t,ninute) was cq.ecked 
against WWV after the recorder· had been running about 10 mi.nutes. High 
voltage for the photomultiplier was set at 950 volts. In general,, the 
-11 
steady state dark current was on the order of 5 x 10 amperes. 
For each star, a total of six measurements was obtained: one·star 
re~ding and one sky reading in each of the three colors. The exposure 
fo.r each reading was about 15 seconds, and the star was .always measured 
first, followed by · a sky reading in the same color •. , Sky readings were 
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obtained by turning the telescope in declination to move the star out 
of the field. The diaphragm .aperture.:was held constant·throughout the. 
entire set of measures on a given star. In general, about 4~ minu.tes . 
were required to complete, the set of m~asurements on a single star. 
The amplifier sensitivity setting was chosen.to provide the 
largest possible star deflection. Star and sky.deflections in a given 
color were.always made with the same sensitiyity setting. Star,name. 
and amplifier sensitivities were written directly on the chart record~ 
ing at·the time of the observation. Sky lines; average 'deflection 
lines, and·times·were added later to facilitate measurement of the rec~ 
ord.. Figure 17 illustratrates the form of the chart. recording. 
Meas.urement and Reduction Procedu;-es 
Preparation of the chart .recording for measurement involves 
placing time references and drawing in the average deflection and sky 
lines. Time references are placed .on each main· scale division of the 
record. Since,the chart .drive speed was 0.5 inch per minute, each inch' 
corresponds to a two minute time interval. Sky and star deflections,. 
both .of which may vary due to atmospheric turbulence, were averaged 
visually, and lines were dr.awn in to represent. the average deflection 
in each case. 
Measurement of the record involves determinatic:m of .the ne.t de-
flection for each star observation. Since the star deflection on.the 
record includes both dark current and sky, it is necessary to subtract 
out theE,le quantities ;to obtain the desired result. '.Chis was accom-. 
plished by graphically extrapolating the appropriate·s~y deflect;ion 
(:which in~luded dark current) back to the time of the star reading. 
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Figure 17. Chart Recording 
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Star.deflections were then measured from the appropriate "sky line", 
and thus.· the. sky and· dark· current· were 'effectively subtracted out. 
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This procedure.is based on the assumption that sky and dark current did 
not vary appreciably.in the time interval between.star and sky readings. 
In most cases, this is plausible, since the time interval involved is 
about 20 seconds •. 
The time of the.· observations · for a given star was taken. to be the 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) corresponding to the midpoint of ·the blue 
observ:aticrn. Blue was always· the second of the three colors observed 
and thus·was the .middle observation.: 
Deflections were measured to the nearest .01 inch. Since·a full 
scale deflection at any sensitivity setting corr.esponds to a 10-inch 
d~flection on the recorder, the measure.d deflections were readily con-. 
verted to decimal fractions of full scale for later use in Equations 
(4--11) and (4-],2). Times·we'+,e measured, using .a precisely ruled scale, 
to tq.e nearest five seconds. Data obtained from the chart recording 
for each observing session is collected in Tables V through X~ The net 
deflection (DEFL.) and amplifier sensitivity in magnitudes, (SCALE) is 
given for each color, along with the Greenwich. Mean Time (GMT) for the. 
set. 
Reduction of.the observations includes computation of,air mass and 
determinatipn of apparent colors and visual magnitude for each data 
set~ Transformation from deflect;ions to magnit;ude-and colors is 
readily accomplished by, use of Equatiol').s · (4-11) and· (4-12). Air mass 
determination, is :more. tediol,ls, involving coordina.te precession, · side-
real time, .hour, angle, and zenith d:i,.sta11ce •. Once. zenith distance has 
been determined, air mass is computed by the ·polynomial approximation 
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TABLE v 
OBSERVATIONS.FOR MARCH 1, 1969 
DAr°E STAR TIME (GMT) ULTRAVIOLET. BLUE VISUAL 
HR MIN SEC DEFL, SCALE DEFL, SCALE DEFL. SCALE 
3/ 1/69 ·rHI TAU 50 t,Q o. 324 9.81 0.393 7.31 0.486 1. 31 
3/ 1/69 TH2 TAU 0 20 0.479 8.5.0 0,292 6 .oo 0.129 7. 31 
3/ 1/69 THI TAU 3 56 40 0.120 9.81 0,526 8,50 0.256 1. 31 
3/ 1/69 TH2 TAU ,. 20 0.229 a.so 0,493 7.31 0,444 7,31 
3/ l/69 ETA TAU 4 24 0 0, 658 a.so 0,408 boOO 0.676 ·1.31 
3/ 1.169 27 TAU 4 B 30 · 0,292. ·a. 50 0.498 7.31 0,297 7,31 
3/ l/1,9 23 TAU 4 44 30 0,432 ·9, Bl O,b15 8.50 0.407 8,50 
3/ 1169 l7 TAU 4 55 s.o 0,555 9,81 0,368 7,31 0,569 8.50 
7,/ 1/69 lb TAU 5 5 0 0,312 11.00 0,238 8.50 0,361 9;s1 
3/ 1/1,9 19 TAU 5 15 50 0,461, 11.00 0,370 8,50 0,264 · a.so 
3/ 1/69 20 TAU 2b 10 O,Sbb 11.00 0,505 8,50 o. 3 i.2 8,50 
3/ llb9 18 TAU 5 37 50 0,068 11.00· 0,229 .9,81 0,183 9,81 
3/ ·llb9 TH2 TAU 5 51 30· 0,173 .9. 81 0.620 8,50 0,545 8 .• so. 
31 (/69 THI TAU 6 10 0.046 11.00 0,488 9,81 0,280 8,50 
3/ l/69 GAMMAGE~ b. 46 40 o. 465 7. 31 o .• 34·6 4,81 0,5t,9 6,00 
3/ 1/69 54LAMGEM b Sb 20 0,324 8.50 0.813 7,31 0,527 7,31 
31 1/69 RflU GEM 10 10 0,237 
~- 50 0,437 7.31 0,287 7,31 
3/ 1/69 17 K GEM 7 2.2 0 0,305 9.81 0,418 7. 31 o. 482 7,31 
3/ 1/69 II LMI 37 0 0,025 11,00 0,288 9,Bl o. 504 9,81 
3/ 1/69 21 LMI 50 20 0.474 9. 81 0,30'1 7. 31 · 0,697. 8,50 
" 
1/69 ALPHAUO 8 20 0·,41>5 6,00 0,880 4,Bl 0,478 4,Bl 
3/ 1/69 RHO LEO 19 50 0.366 7. 31 · 0,254 b,00 0,484 7,31 
3/ 1/69 90 LEU .a 41 0 0,446 9.81 0,418 B, 50 0,621 9,81 
3/ 1/69 ~ETA LEO 8 57 50 0.575 7,31 0,395 4·, 81 0,878 6,00 
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TABLE VI 
OBSERVATIONS FOR MARCH 5, 1969 
OArE STAR TIME IGMTI ULTRAVIOLET BLUE VISUAL 
HR MIN SEC DEFL •, SCALE OEFL, SCALE OEFL. SCALE 
3/ 5/69 THl TAU 10 o. 441 9.81 o. 571 7,31 0~718 7.31 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 15 50 0.687 8,50 0.479 6.00 o. 336 6.00 
3/ 5/69 74EP TAU 23 20 0,427 9.81 0,598 1. 31 0.274 6. 00 
1/ 5/69 SETA ARI 32 20 0,478 8.50 0,474 6,00 0.472 6.00 
3/ 5/69 lHl TAU 43 50 0.366 9,81 0,405 7.31 0.672 7. 31 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 51 10 0,605 a.so 0,480 6.00 o. 308 6. 00 
JI 5/69 ETA TAU 10 0.603 7.31 0.808 6.00 0.468 6,00 
3/ 5/69 21 TAU 50 0,291 7. 3l 0.422 6.0.0 0.000 7.31 
3/ 5/69 23 TAU IB 40 0,496 8,50 0.799 7. 3 l 0,475 7. 31 
3/ 5/69 THI TAU 28 20 0.304 9.81 0.416 7,31 0,619 7,31 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 36 10 o. 468 a.so 0.384 6.00 0,278 6. 00 
3/ 5/69 11 TAU 45 20 0.608 8.50 o. 316 6.00 0.709 7. JI. 
3/ 5/69 16 TAU 3 52 20 0.251 9. 81 0.632 8.50 0.389 B.50 
JI 5/69 19 TAU A 0 10 0,330 8,50 0, 187 6,00 o. 343 7. 31 
3/ 5/69 20 TAU 4 20 0.433 8.50 0,243 6,00 d. 477 7. 31 
1/ 5/69 THI TAU 4 12 50 0.218 9,81 0,349 1. 31 o. 509 7. 31 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 4 20 30 0,311 8. '50 0.304 6.00 0,216 6.00 
3/ 5/69 18 TAU 4 32 0 0.152 9, 81 0.346 8.50 0,252 8,50 
1/ 5/69 21 TAU 4 41 0 0,093 9.81 0. 2.62 8,50 o. 191 8. 50 
1/ 5/6g THI TAU 4 51 10 o. 112 9.81 0.248 1. 31 0.407 7.31 
3/ 'j/69 TH2 TAU 4 57 20 0.512 9.81 0, 191 6.00 o. 173 6.00 
1/ 'j/69 TH2 TAU 35 50 o. 146 9.61 0,303 1. 31 o. 36 7 7.31 
3/ 5/69 THI TAU 41 30 0.060 11.00 0,263 8.50 C,550 a.so 
31 5/64 Pl4 OKI 54 20 0,050 9.81 0.230 6.50 0,160 8.50 
1/ . 5 / 69 P13 ORI 6 10 o. 020 11.00 0.084 d.50 0.141 8. 50 
3/ 5/69 ALPHA LEO 6 lb 0 0. 329 4.81 0.421 3,50 0.695 4. Al 
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TABLE VII 
OBSERVATIONS FOR MARCH 19, 1969 
DATE STAR TIME (GMT) UL TRAV IOLE T BLUE VISUAL 
HR MIN SEC DEFl. SCALE DEFL. SCALE DEFL. SCALE 
3/19/69 THI TAU 17 5 0.487 9.81 0.389 1. 31 a. 623 7 .31 
3/ 19/69 TH2 TAU 2 22 55 0.644 a.so 0.466 6.00 0.393 b.OO 
3119/69 BETA ARI 30 35 0.250 a.so 0.380 6.00 o.,313 6.oo 
3/19/bq, 74EP TAU· 2 40· 45 0.488 9.81 0.640 7. 3l 0.844 7.H 
3/19./69 THI TAU 51 15 0.902 11.00 o. 350 7.31 0.575 7. 31 
3/19/69 TH2 TAU 40 0.486 a.so 0.385 6.00 0.851 7 .31 
·3119/69 ETA TAU 11 25 o. 51>9 1. 31 o. 776 6. 00 o. 410 b.00 
3/ l 9/.69 27 TAU 19 50 o.1a3 a.so 0.395 6 .• oo 0.691 7.31 
3/19/69 THI TAU 28 30 0.323 9. Bl 0.431 7.31 0.535 7.31 
3/19/69 TH2 TAU 34 45 0.495 a.so o.388 6.00 0.876 7.31 
3119/69 23 TAU 43 45 o.396 a. 50 0.679 7.31 0.381 7. 31 
3119/69 17 TAU 50 15 o.543 a.so 0.303 6.00 .0.525 7.31 
3/19/69 19 TAU 3 56 30 o. 318 a.so 0.569 7.31 0.318 7. 31 
3/19/69 20 TAU 4 20 o. 64 7 9.81 0 .632 7dl 0.443 7.31 
3/19/69 THI TAU 16 Q.488 11.00 0.299 7.31 0.440 7. 31 
3/19/69 TH2 TAU 4 2.1 15 0.442 9.81 0.350 7. 31 o. 507 7. 31 
3/19/69 Pl3 ORI 4 31 20 0.198 a.so 0.609 7.H 0.596 7.31 
3/19/69 Pl4 ORI 4 37 30 o.347 8.50 0.624 7.31 0.415 7.31 
3/19/ 69 ETA AUR 4 47 25 0.570 7.31 0.554 6.00 0.264 6. 00 
3/19/69 RHO LEO 20 0.453 7.31 a.sos 6.00 0.273 b.00 
3/19/69 BETA LEO 24 10 0.300 6.00 0.599 4. 91 a. 738 6.00 
3/19/69 GAMMACRV 40 a 0.809 7.31 0.390 4 .Bl o. 551 6.00 
3/19/69 ALPH VIR 50 40 0.696 4.81 0.4U 3.50 a. 005 4.81 
3119/69 70 VIR 6 10 25 a. 129 9. 81 0.681 a.so 0.610 a.so 
3/19/69 ALPH2LIB 6 24 15 o. 503 8.50 o.5LZ 6.00 0.355 6.00 
3/19/69 AL PH l LI 8 6 30 to 0.664 11.00 0.517 8.50 0.449 a.so 
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TABLE VIII 
OBSERVATIONS FOR MAR.CH 28, 1969 
DATE STAR TIME IGMT l UL TRAVJOLET BLUE VISUAL 
HR MIN SEC OEFL. SCALE OEFL·. SCALE OEFL. SCALE 
3./2·8/69 THl TAU 43. 30 o.320 9.81 0.356 7.31 0.4&0 7.31 
3/28/69 TH2 TAU 2 48 10 0.430 8.50 0.312 6.00. o. 732 7.31 
3/28/69 74EP TAU 2 58 35 0.206 9.81 0.4bl 7.31 0.600 9.81 
3/28/69 THl TAU 3 5 30 00699 11.00 o.334 7.31 0.438 7.31 
3/28/69 TH2 TAU 10 15 0.352 8.50 0.269 6.00 0.636 7.31 
3/28/69 ETA TAU 3 20 25 o. 739 a.so· 0.455 &.oo 0.275 6.00 
3/28/69 THI TAU 3 27 .30 o.5&o 11.00 0.854 B.50 ·0.41,; i.ll 
'3 / 2 811,'J TH2 TAU 31 20 0.210 a.so 0.804 1. 31 o.&02 7.31 
3/28/69 27 TAU 3 39 45 0.279 a.so 0.646 7.31 0.417 7.31 
3/2R/69 THI TAU 3 45 55 0.407 11.00 0.243 7.31 o. 36.7 7.31 
'128/69 TH2 TAU 3 5i 40 0.570 . 9. 81 0.675 7.31 0.511 7.31 
3/28/69 23 TAU 4 2 15 0.210 9. 81 o.644 . a.so 0.482 a.so 
3/28/6'1 THI TAU 4 9 25 0.239 11.00 o.529 s. 50 o. 833 a.so 
3/28/69 TH2 TAU 4 13 45 0.285 9.81 0.458 7.31 0.427 7.31 
3/28/b'l BETA TAU 4 39 10 0.402 6.00 o.595 It. Bl Q.331 4.81 
3/28/69 GAMMAGEM 4 50 0 o. 715 1. 31 0.505 It. Bl (). 749 6.00 
3/28/69 54LAMGEM 4 59 30' ci.522 a.so 0.332 b.00 o. 704 7.31 
3/28/69 RHO GEM 5 .I, 40 0.327 a.so 0.610 7.31 o.419 7.31 
3/28/69 17 K GEM 5 15 25 0.500 9.81 0.51,4 7.31 0.645 7.31 
3/28/69 ALPH2t 18 39 35 0.439 8.50 o.404 b.00. 0.303 6.00 
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TABLE IX 
OBSERVATIONS FOR APRIL 6, 1969 
DATE STAR TIME tGMTI UL TR·AV IDLE T BLUE VISUAL 
HR MIN SEC DEFL, SCALE DEFL, SCALE OEFL, SCALE 
4/ 6/69 ALPH2Llli 9 19 10 0,705 8,.50 0,479 6 ,00 o. 313 6,00 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlllB 9 26 0,632 11,00 0,400 8,50 o.3n 8,50 
4/ 6/69 BETA COM 9 37 50 o. 500 9,81 0,320 7,31 0,281 7,31 
4/ 6/69 ALPH2LIB 9 45 25 0.,579 8,50 0,428 b,00 0.281 b,00 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlLIB 9 51 30 0,574 11,00 0,36', 8,50 o. 297 8,50 
4/ b/69 ALPH VIR 10 4 35 O,b3Q 1,,00 o·. 749 4, 81 0,413 4,81 
4/ 61~9 ALPHlLIB 10 13 40 0,489 l l, 00 0,334 8,50 0,2b0 B,50 
4/ 6/b9 ALPH2LIB 10 I') 30 0,475 8,50 0,371 b,00 o. 871 1, 3l 
4/ 6/69 ETA 800 10 30 20 0,530 8,50 0,320 6,00 0,300 6,00 
4/ 6ib9 ALPft2ll8 10 39 5 0,395 8,50 o. 310 b,00 0, 218 6, 00 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlllB 10 43 55 0,389 U,00 0,265 8,50 0,226 8,50 
4/ b/b9 109 VIR 11 10 0,289 B,50 O,bOl 7,31 0,362 7,31 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlllB l l 9 40 0,278 11, 00 0, l 97 B,50 0,174 8,50 
4/ b/69 Al P.H2 L !B 11 14 7.5 o. 715 9, Bl 0,741 7,31 0,598 1, 3l 
4/ b/69 ALPH LYR 11 25 25 0,484 4,81 0, 727 3,50 o. 3.89 3,50 
4/ 6/69 GAMMALYR l l 34 40 o. 55.7 8,50 0,390 6,00 0,676 7,31 
90 
TABLE·X 
OBSERVAT.IONS FOR MAY 11, 1969 
DATE STAR TIME l(;MTI ULTRAVIOLET BLUF. VISUAL 
HR MIN SEC DEFL, SCALE DEFL, SCALE DEFL, SCALE 
5/ll/69 ALPHALEO 25 Q, 71,Q 6,00 0,348 3, 50 0,589 4,81 
5111169 RHO LEO 11 35 0,508 7,31 0,381 6,00 0,625 7,31 
5111169 BETA LEO 31 0 0,935 7,31 0,604 4,81 0,335 4, 81 
5111169 BETA VIR 43 0,4.17 B,50 0,860 7,31 o. 744 7,31 
5111/69 GAMMACRV 5 5.6 30 0,556 7, 31 0, 312 4, 81 o. 472 6,00 
!'>111/69 BETA COM 6 44 10 0,920 9, Bl 0,541 1 .• 31 0,459 7, 31 
5111169 61 VIR 6 55 0,663 ll,00 0,584 ·8, 50 0,621 B, 50 
5/11/69 ALPHILIB 7 10 o. 331 9,81 0,(>48 8, 50 0,516 B,50 
5/11/69 ALPH2LIB 7 . 16 15 0,364 7,31 0,255 4,81 0,440 6,00 
5/11/69 ALPH VIR 25 0,533· 4,81 0,474 3,50 0,229 3,50 
5/11/69 ALPHlLIB 35 30 O, 312 9, 81 0,640 8, 50 0,470 B, 50 
5111/69 ALPH2LIB 1 41 50 o. 311 7,31 0,245 4,81 0,452 6,00 
5111/6'1 70 VIR 40 0,853 11,00 0,623 8,50 0,613 8.50 
5/11/69 ALPH2LIB 12 a. 855 8,50 0,633 6,00 0,418 6,00 
~111/69 ALPHILIB 18 20 0,827 11,00 0,568 a.so 0,450 8,50 
5/11/69 ETA BOO 26 50 0,884 8,50 0,573 6,00 0,512 6,00 
5111/69 ALPH2LIB 37 30 0,729 8,50 0, 531 6,00 0,380 6,00 
5111/(>9 ALPfHLIB 43 20 0,680 11,00 0,511 8,50 0,430 B,50 
5111/69 109 VIR 52 40 0,589 8,50 0,350 6,00 0.6't9 7,31 
5111/69 ALPHILIB 9 25 0,537 11,00 0,459 a. 50 0,414 9;50 
5/11/69 ALPH2LIB 9 10 35 0,544 a.so 0,465 6,00 0,333 6,00 
5/11169 GAMMALVR 9 3l 30 · 0,497 7,31 0, 725 6,00 0,356 6,00 
5111/69 AL PH L VR 9 47 50 0.200 3,50 0,501 2, 31 o. 242 2, 31 
5111/69 ALPHlLIB 9 59 30 0,176 11,00 0 ,670· 9,81 o. 765 9,81 
5/ 11/69 ALPH2LIB 10 4 55 0,486 9,81 0,755 7,31 0,646 7, 31 
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given on.page 64. In view of the l,.arge number of calculatioµ.a·involved, 
a computer program was written to handle reduction of .the observations. 
The source. program listing an.d input format specifications may be. foun4 
in Appendix A. Reductions are coi:npiled in.Tables XI through XVI. 
Since the c9mputer printout us~s only capital letters, some explanation 
is. ·required to. clarify the notation. The column. headings . ''MAGNITUDE" 
and·"COLOR" ref~r to.visual mag11ituq.e and colors, uncorrected for ex..-
tinction, observed with the Enid System. The·final three columns of 
each· table. "STANJ?ARD VALUES", . cont:ain .. magnitudes' and col9rs published, 
by Johnson and Morgan- (8) or JohnsQn anc;l Har-i;·is (45) .• 
Analysis. 
General Method and Error Determination·· 
The i:nethods for determining scale factors and·e~tinction para:-
meters. were discussed in the final s~.ctio11 of·. Chapter IV, It will be 
recalled that all of the method~, in the· final:step, involve .fitting a. 
straight_. line to a set of data. points. The slope of the .line is· then 
measured to determine the desired quanti.ty. 
The problem of. finding the · "bes.t fitted" straight·· line for a· set 
of data points is readily handled by the well 'known Metho4 of Least.·. 
Squares, and·that is the method·employ~d-in.the ptesent·casie~ Scar-
borough (54)- discusses this method in.detail on,pages 533-541. 
Computer techniques were used to implement·the methpd. A very 
general .program, des.igned to provide a least squares fit of any speci-
fied polynomial to a set of datapoints; was uti.lized·tO obtain a lin-
ear fit. Theslope of th.e line comes.out in the solution.as the coef-
TABLE XI 
REDUCED DATA FOR MAR.CH 1, 1969 
DATE STAR TIME IGMTI RELATIVE AIR MASS MAGNITUDE COLOR STANDARD VALUES 
HR MIN SEC v s-v u-e v 8-V U-B 
3/ l/69 THl TAU 2 50 40 1.274 8.093 0.231 2.110 3.850 0.955 0.741 
3/ l/69 TH2 TAU 3 0 20 1.308 7.653 -o. 317 1.963 3.410 0.179 0.132 
3/ 1/69 THl TAU 3 56 40 1.592 8.789 0.408 2.915 3.850 0.955 o. 741 
3/ 1/69 TH2 TAU 4 5 20 l .655 8.192 -0.114 2.023 3.410 0.179 0.132 
3/ 1/69 ETA TAU 4 24 0 2.035 7.735 -0. 762 1.981 2.860 -0.090 -Oa30 • 
3/ 1/69 27 TAU 4 33 30 2.140 8.628 -o. 561 l. 770 3.620 -0.085 -0.360 .. 
3/ l/69 23 TAU 4 44 30 2.359 9.476 -0.549 1.795 4.160 -0.056 -0.430 .. 
3/ l/69 17 TAU 4 55 50 2.594 9.112 -c.n1 2~054 3.690 -0.107 -0.410 .. 
3/ l/69 16 TAU 5 5 0 2.794 10.916 -o. 858 2.206 5.450 -0.046 -0.330 .. 
3/ l/69 19 TAU 5 15 50 3.063 9.946 -0.366 2.250 4.290 -0.106 -0.460 .. 
'I/ l/69 20 TAU 5 26 10 3.391 9.765 -0.523 2.376 3.860 -0.068 -0.400 .. 
3/ l/69 18 TAU 5 37 50 3.844 11.654 -0.243 2.508 5.640 -0.075. -0.360 • 
3/ l/69 TH2 TAU 5 51 30 3.645 9.159 -0.140 2.696 3.410 0.179 .0.132 
"' 
3/ l/69 THl TAU 6 l 10 4.118 9.882 o.1oi 3. 754 3.850 0.955 0.741 .. 
3/ l/69 GAMMAGEM 6 46 40 1.944 6.612 -0.650 2.179 1.930 o.o 0.030 
3/ 1/69 54LAMGEM 6 56 20 t.654 8.005 -0.471 2.189 3.580 0.110 0.100 
3/ l/69 RHO GEM .7 10 10 l.447 8.665 -0.456 1.854 4.160 0.320 -0.030 
3/ l/69 77 K GEM 7 22 0 1.515 8.102 0.155 2. 842 3 .• 570 0.939 0.680 
3/ 1/69 11 LMI 7 37 0 1.101 10.554 0.608 3.844 5.410 o. 770 0.450 
3/ l /69 21 LMI 7 50 20 1.077 8.892 -o. 307 2.035 4.480 0.180 0.080 
3/ 1/69 ALPHA LEO 8 5 20 1.245 5.611 -0.663 1.883 1.360 -0.110 -0.360 
3/ l /69 RHO LEO 8 19 50 1.251 B.098 -0.610 0.913 3.850 -0.140 -0.950 
3/ 1169· 90 LEO B 41 0 1.103 10.327 -o. 880 1.240 5.950 -0.160 -0.640 
3/ 1/69 BETA LEO B 57 50 1.124 6.141 -o. 323 2.092· 2.140 0.090 0.070 
* STAR WITHIN 30 DEGREES OF HORIZON 
\0 
N 
TABLE XII 
REDUCED DATA FOR MARCH 5, 1969 
DATE STAR TL~E t GMT I RELATIVE AIR MASS MAGNITUDE COLOR STANDARD VALUES. 
HR MIN SEC v B-V U-8 v 5:..y U-6 
3/ 5/69 THl TAU 2 8 10 1.198 7.670 0.249 2.780 3.850 0.955 0.741 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 2 15 50 l.218 7.184 -o. 385 2.108 3;410 0.179 0.132 
3/ 5/69 74EP TAU 2 23 20 1.208 7.406 0.463 2. 866 3. 520 1.011 o. 878 
3/ 5/69 BETA ARI 2 32 20 2.415 6.815 -o. 005 2.491 2.650 0.130 0.100 
* 
3/ 5/69 THI TAU 2 43 50 1.305 7.742 0.550 2.610 3.850 0.955 o.741 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 2 51 10 1.333 7.279 -0.482 2.249 3.410 0.179 0.132 
3/ 5/69 ETA TAU 3 I 10 1.4 7.0 6.324 -o. 593 l.628 2.860 -0.090 -0.330 
3/ 5/69 27 TAU 3 B 50 1.505 7.552 -0.616 1. 714 3.620 -0.085 - o. 360 
3/ 5/69 2.3 TAU 3 18 40 1,587 8.118 -·0. 565 1. 708 4.160 -0.056 -0.430 
V 5/69 THI TAU 3 28 20 1. 511 7.831 0.431 2. 841 3.850 0.955 0.741 
3/ 5/6q TH2 TAU 3 36 10 1.561 1. 390 -0.351 2.285 3.410 0 .179 0.132 
3/ 5/69 17 TAU 3 45 ?0 1,812 7 .683 -0.433 1.789 3.690 -0.107 -0.410 
3/ 5/6q 16 TAU 3 52 20 1.878 9.525 -c. 527 2.313 5.450 -D.046 -0.330 
3/ 5/69 1q TAU 4 0 10 1,955 8.4 72 -0.651 I. 883 4.290 -0.1% -0.460 
3/ 5/69 20 TAU 4 5 20 2.011 8.ll4 -0.578 I. 873 3.860 -0.068 -o. 400 
3/ 5/69 THI TAU 4 12 50 1.859 8.043 0.410 3.011 3.850 0.955 C.741 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 4 20 30 1.943 7.664 -0.371 2.475 3.410 0.179 C.132 
3/ 5169 18 TAU 4 32 0 2.395 9.996 -o. 344 2.203 5.640 -0.075 -0.360 
* 
31 5/69 21 TAU 4 41 0 2 .567 10.297 -0. 343 2.435 5.750 -0.044 -0.230 
* 
H 5/69 THI TAU 4 51 10 2 .380 8. 286 o. 538 3.363 3.850 0.955 0.741 
* 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 4 57 20 2.500 7 .905 -0.107 2. 739 3.410 0.179 0.132 
* 
3/ 5/69 TH2 TAU 5 35 50 3.648 a. 398 0.208 3.293 3.410 0.179 0.132 
* 
1/ 5/ 69 THI TAU 5 41 30 3.907 9.149 o. 801 4,105 3.850 0.955 0.741 
* 
3/ 5/69 Pl4 ORI 5 54 20 5.275 10.490 -0.394 2.967 3.690 -0 .1 70 -0. 800 
* 
3/ 5/69 Pl3 ORI 6 3 10 5.937 10.627 0.562 4.058 3.190 0.450 -o. 010 
* 
3/ 5/69 ALPHALEO 6 16 0 1.104 5.205 -o. 766 1. 578 1.360 -0. llO -0.360 
* STAR WITHIN 30 DEGREES OF HORIZON 
\0 
I.,) 
TABLE XIII 
REDUCED DATA FOR MARCH 19, 1969 
DATE STAR TIME (GMT) RELATIVE AIR MASS MAGNITUDE COLOR STANDARD VALUES 
HR 'IIN SEC v B-V U-B v B-V U-B 
3/19169 THI TAU 2 17 5 1.424 7.824 0.511 2.256 3.950 0.955 0.741 
3119169 1H2 TAU 2 22 55 1.455 7.014 -'0.185 2.149 3.410 0.179 0.132 
3/lql6q BETA ARI 2 30 35 4.120 7.261 -o. 211 2.955 2.650 0.130 0.100 
* 
3/19169 74EP TAU 2 40 45 1.503 7.494 0.300 2. 794 3.520 l.Oll 0.878 
3/19169 THl TAU 2 51 15 1.629 7.911 0.539 2 •. 662 3.850 0.955 0.141· 
3/19/69 THZ TAU 3 2 40 1. 720 7.485 -0.449 2.247 3.410 0.119 0.132 
1/19/69 ETA TAU 3 ll 25 2.012 t..968 -0.693 1.647 2.860 -0.090 -o. 330 
* 
3/19169 27 TAU 3 19 50 2.100 7. 711 -0.703 1. 757 3.620 -0.085 -o. 360 .. 
3/19169 THl TAU 3 23 30 1.976 7 .989 0.220 2. 82B 3.650 0.955 0.741 
3119/69 TH2 TAU 3 34 45 2 .OS& 7.454 -o. 426 2. 236 3.410 o.11q 0.132 .. 
3/19/69 23 TAU 3 43 45 2.546 B.35B -o. 627 1. 775 4.160 -0.056 -0.430 .. 
3119169 17 TAU 
' 
50 15 2.709 8.010 -o. 713 l. 86 7 3.690 -0.107 -o. 410 
* 
3119/69 19 TAU 3 56 30 2.829 8.554 -o. 632 1. 822 4.290 -0.106 -0.460 
* 
3/19/6': ZD TAU 4 5 20 3.060 B.194 ·O. 386 2.475 3.860 -0.068 -o. 400 .. 
3/19/69 THl TAU .4 lb 5 2.809 a.201 0.419 3.158 3.850 0.955 0.741 
* 
3{19169 TH2 TAU 4 21 15 2.954 8.047 0.402 2.24 7 3.410 0.179 0.132 
* 
3/19/69 Pl3 ORI 4 31 20 3.425 7.872 -0.023 2.410 3.190 0.450 -0.010 
* 
3(19169 Pl4 ORI 4 37 30 3.804 8.265 -0.443 1.827 3.690 -0.170 -0. BOO • 
3/19/69 ET A AIJR 4 47 25 I.795 7.746 -o. 805 1.279 3.170 -o .180 -0.670 
3fl 9/69 RHO LEO 5 5 20 1.123 7.410 -o. 790 l.550 3.850 -o .140 -o. 950 
3/19/69 BETA LED 5 24 10 1.118 6;330 -o. 963 1.941 2.140 0.090 0.070 
3/19169 GAMMACRV 5 40 0 1.833 6.647 -0. Bl 5 l. 708 2.600 -o .110 -0.350 
3/19/69 ALPH VIR 5 50 40 I.862 5.046 -0.585 0.743 0.960 -0.230 -o. 940 
3/19169 10 VIR 6 10 25 1.226 9.037 -0.120 2.100 4.980 o. 710 0.260 
3119/69 ALPH2LIB 6 24 15· 2. 778 7.124 -o. 398 2.519 2. 750· 0.150 o.oeo 
* 
3/19169 ALPHll lB 6 30 10 2.663 9 •. 3b'l -o. 153 2.228 5.160 0.410 -0.040 
* 
• STAR ~!THIN 30 DEGREES OF HORIZON \0 
~ 
DATE STAR TIME {GMTl 
HR MIN SEC 
3/28/69 THl TAU 2 43 30 
3/28/69 TH2 TAU 2 48 10 
3/28/69 74EP TAU 2 58 35 
3/28/69 THl TAU 3 5 30 
3/28/69 TH2 TAU 3 10 15 
3/28/69 ETA TAU 3 20 25 
3/28/69 THl TAU 3 27 30 
3/28/69 THZ TAU 3 31 20 
3/28/69 27 TAU 3 39 45 
3/28/69 THI TAU 3 45 55 
3/28/69 TH2 TAU 3 51 40 
3128/69 23 TAU 4 2 15 
3/28/69 THl TAU 4 9 25 
3/28/69 TH2. TAU 4 13 45 
3/28/69 BETA TAU 4 39 10 
3/28/6Q G6.MMAGEM 4 50 0 
3/28/69 54LAMGEM 4 59 30 
3/26/69 R'iO GE~ 5 6 40 
3/28/69 77 K GEM 5 15 25 
3128/69 ALPH2LI 6 5 39 35 
* STAR alTHIN 30 DEGREES OF HORIZON 
TABLE XIV 
REDUCED DATA FOR MARCH 28, 1969 
RELATIVE A!R MASS MAGNITUDE COLOR 
v B-V U-B 
l.870 8.153 o. 278 2.616 
1.922 7.649 -0.384 2.152 
1.941 10.365 -2.214 3.018 
2.136 8.206 0.294 2.888 
2 .209 7.801 -0.376 2.208 
2. 779 7.402 -0.547 1.97 3 
2.509 8.267 0.404 2. 958 
2.592 7.861 -o. 314 2.343 
3 .295 B.260 -0.475 2.102 
2.951 8.398 0.448 3.130 
3.130 8.039 -0.302 2.684 
4.501 9.292 -0. 315 2. 527 
3.825 B.698 0.493 3.363 
4.057 8.234 -o. 076 3.015 
2.189 6.0[0 -0.637 I. 616 
!.832 6. 314 -o. 76 2 2.122 
! .578 7.691 -o. 494 2.009 
1.364 8.254 -o. 408 1. 86 7 
l.404 7.786 0.146 2. 63 l 
2.972 7.296 -o. 312 2 .410 
STANDARD VALUES 
v B-V 
3.850 0.955 
3.410 0.119 
3.520 1.011 
3.850 0.955 
3.410 0.179 
2.860 -0.090 
3.850 0.955 
3.410 0.179 
3.620 -0.085 
3.650 0.955 
3.410 0.179 
4.160 -0.056 
3.650 0.955 
3.410 0.!79 
1.650 -0.130 
1.930 o.o 
3.580 o. uo 
4.160 . 0.320 
3.570 0.930 
2.750 0.150 
U-B 
o.741 
0.132 
0.878 
o. 741 
0.132 
-o. 330 
0.741 
0.132 
-o. 360 
0.741 
o. 132 
-0.43(1 
o. 741 
o. 132 
- o. 490 
0.030 
o.1no 
-0.030 
0.680 
0.080 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
\0 
u, 
TABLE XV 
REDUCED DATA FOR APRIL 
DATE STAR TIME (GMTI RELATIVE AIR MASS MAGNITUDE 
HR MIN SEC v 
4/ 6/69 ALPH2LIB 9 19 10 1.695 7.261 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlllB 9 26 5 1.111 9.697 
4/ 6/69 BETA COM 9 37 50 1.254 a.688 
4/ 6/69 ALPH2LIB 9 45 25 l. 773 7.378 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlLIB 9 51 30 1.796 9.818 
4/ 6/69 ALPH VIR 10 4 35 2.319 ·5. no 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlllB 10 13 40 1.903 9.963 
4/ 6/69 ALPHZLIB 10 19 30 1.938 7.460 
·4/ 6/69 ETA BOD 10 30 20 1.384 7.307 
4/ 6/69 ALPH2LI B 10 39 5 2.076 7.654 
4/ 6/69 ALPHlLIB 10 43 55 2.116 10.115 
4/ 6/69 109 VIR 11 2 10 1.585 8.413 
4/ 6/69 ALPH1Ll8 ll 9 40 2.388 10.399 
4/ 6/69 ALPH2ll8 ll 14 25 2.451 7.868 
4/ 6/69 ALPH LYR 11 25 25 1.013 4.525 
4/ 6/69 GAMMALYR 11 34 40 1.024 7. 735 
* STAR WITHIN .30 DEGREES OF HORIZON 
6, 1969 
COLOR 
B-V U-8 
-o. 462 2.oso 
-0.202 2.003 
-o. 14 l 2.015 
-0.457 2.172 
-0.221 2.005 
-0.646 1.378 
-o. 272 2.086 
-o. 383 2.232 
-0.010 1.952 
-0.382 2.237 
-0.173 2.083 
-o. 550 1.985 
-0.135 2.126 
-0.233 2.539 
-0.679 1.752 
-o. 713 2.113 
STAND.ARO VALUES 
v B-V 
2.750 0.150 
5.160 0.410 
4.280 0.570 
2.750 0.150 
5.160 0.410 
0.960 -0.230 
5.160 0.410 
2.750 0.150 
2.690 -0. 580 
2 .• 750 0.150 
5.160 0,410 
3. 740 o.o 
5.160 0.410 
2.150 0,150 
0.040 o.o 
3.250 -0.050 
U-B 
0.080 
-,0.040 
0.010 
o.080 
-0.040 
-C.940 
-0.040 
o.n8o 
0.190 
0.080 
-o. 040 
-0.030 
-0.040 
0.080 
-0.010 
-0.090 
* 
.. 
* 
.. 
• 
\,0 
°' 
TABLE XVI 
REDUCED DATA FOR MAY 11, 1969 
DATE STAR TIME { GMTl RELATIVE AIR HASS MAGNITUDE COLOR STANDARD VALUES 
HR MIN SEC v e-v U-B v B-V U-B 
5/11/&9 AL PH ALEO 5 3 25 1.727 5.385 -o. 739 1.652 1.3&0 -0.llO -C.3&0 
5/11/69 RHO LEO 5 ll 35 l.bb4 7~820 -0.773 0.998 3.850 -0.140 -0.950 
5/11/&9 BE TA LEO 5 31 0 1.287 5.997 -0.&40 2.02& 2.140 0.090 0.010 
5/11/69 BETA VlR 5 43 5 1.551 7.631 -0.157 L,97& 3.610 0.550 c.100 
5/lt/&9 GAMHACRV 5 56 30 2.252 6.815 -o. 741 1. 873 2.600 -0.110 -0.350 .. 
5/11/69 BETA COM 6 44 10 1.153 8.155 -0.178 1.924 4.280 0.570 0.070 
5/11/&9 61 VIR 6 55 5 2·.266 9.017 0.067 2.362 4.750 o. 710 0.250 .. 
5/11/69 ALPHlllB 7 B 10 1. 710 9.218 -o. 247 2.039 5.160 0.410 -0.040 
5/11 /69 ALPH2LIB 7 lb 15 1. 734 6.891 -o. 598 2.114 2.750 0.150 o.080 
5/11/69 ALPH VIR 7 25 5 2.068 5.100 -o. 790 1.183 0.960 -0.230 -0.940 * 
5111 /69 ALPHlllB 1 35 30 1.802 9.320 -o. 335 2.090 5.160 0.410 -o. 040 
5/11/69 ALPHZLIB 7 41 50 1.831 6.862 -0.525 2.241 2.750 0.150 0.080 
5/ll/69 70 VIR 8 l 40 1.535 9.031 -o. 018 .2.159 4.980 o. 710 0.260 
5/11/&9 ALPH2LIB 8 12 5 2.005 &.947 -0.451 2.174 2.750 o.f5o 0.080 * 
5/l l/6'i ALPHlll B 8 18 20 2.051 9.367 -0.253 2.092 5.160 0.410 -0.040 .. 
5/11/&9 ETA BOO 8 26 50 l.453 6. 727 -0.122 2.029 2.i,90 0.580 0.190 
5/11/&9 AL PH2Ll B 8 37 30 2.222 7.051 -o. 3&3 2.15.6 2.750 0.150 o. oso· 
* 
5/11/69 ALPHlLIB 8 43 20 2.284 9.416 -0.187 2.190 5.160 0.410 -0.040 * 
5/11/69 109 VIR 8 52 40 1.634 7.779 -0.640 l.935 3.740 o.o -0.030 
5/ ll/69 ALPHl.LlB 9 3 25 2.546 9.457 -0.112 .2.:no 5.160 0.410 -0.040 .. 
5/11/&9 ALPH2LI B 9 10 35 2.&&3 7.194 -o. 363 2.330 2.750 0.150 o.oso * 
5/ ll/69 GAMHALYR 9 31 30 1.0 l't 7.121 :-0. 772 1. 720 3.250 -0.050 -0.090 
5/11/69 ALPH LYR g 47 50 1.001 3.850 -0.790 1.822 0.040 o .• o -0.010 
5/11/69 ALPHl-LIB 9 59 30 4.065 10.101 0.144 2.641 5~160 0.410 -0.040 .. 
5/11/69_ ALPH2ll B 10 4 55 4.336 7~784 -o. 169 2.c;.75 2.750 0.150 o.oeo • 
* STAR WITHIN 30 DEGREES OF HORIZON 
I.O 
........ 
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ficient·of the first .power te:i;:m. !he.source program listing and.input 
format specifications may.be found i~ Appendix A.· 
It. is important ,that:.any · experimentally determit?-ed quant:i..ty be 
accompanied. by an estimate. of precision,. In ,many cases, including the. 
present one; it is prohibitively. difficult to trace .the propagation of 
known. errors in the data.through the calculations to detet'tQine. absolute 
errors, or even, upper bc;,unds for errors. 'in. the computed quantities. An 
altet:n,ate. approach was used . to estimat;e probable relative· er'.l;'ors. in 
the various.computed quantities. 
In. general, the probal;>le error of a single dete.rmination in, a 
series of measurements is a ,quan~ity such that:on,e half the errors.of 
the series are greater than it and the oth~r·half less than it. Rela-
tive error refers to the quotient obtaine4 ·whe.n · the. absolute error in.~ 
measured. quantity is divided by.the magnitude .of the measured quantity~ 
Probable relative error,.then, is the relative error bounc,i for whicl;t 
the.probability is~. 
Scarborough (54) discusses, in sectiori. 159, the ;use of residua+.s · 
in determining the prdbable,error of a.singl,e ·trial in a se:ries .of 
measurement.s. Such a .detep:nination was incl\lded; in the least sq\lares 
analysis, the residuals in.the ordinates being computed at tbe,giyen 
ab.cissa values with respect to the best. fitted lipe, This approach 
assumes the x values to be exact, and the. "scatte'I'." ·of· the y value.s 
around.the best fitted line is attributed to e:rrors in they values 
alone. Obvioqsly, this is no,t ·en~irel,y true in the present ·applica"" 
tion,; thus, .the precii;lion .measures resulting from this error analysis 
are most appropriately used in.comparing the precision of the va;iousi 
computed quantities with one another, rather .. than in· any absolute. sense. 
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Thus,. each least squares solution was accompanied by ,.a. val~e for 
the probable error in any single:y coordinate·in.cluded in the:given set 
of data points~ This value waa used to determine an average probable 
J;'elative error in,y for .each ;data.set •. This -average quant:i,ty was found 
by dividing the:probable error for the set·by each.of·the given y val~ 
uesand taking the.arithmetic mean. of the resulting numbers. Thus, 
for each.slope determined by the least squares method; an average prob-
able relative error in· .. the y. coordinates of the. associate,d data· set was. 
available. 
Next, t~e process. graph·procedure described by McCracken and·Dorn· 
(55) in.· Section 2. 7 Wal:! employed to· evaluate · t'l;le propagatio.~ of a. known 
relative error in.y through a calculation of ,slope for a straight line. 
Again, x values were assµmed .to be. prec:f,.sely known~ The re'1Jult :of this · 
analysis is not surprising, in view of the assumptipns made. The rela~ 
tive error in,the slope.of the line is the relative error in y plus 
roundoff errors. In the present case, roundoff errors.arenegligible~ 
Thus; for each quantity determined.from the s+ope.of a best.fitted 
str.aight line, a probab.le relative el'."ror was a:l,so determined. Follow-
ing .the methoq.s·discussed by Scarborough (54)-in section 160; relative 
weights _and probable relative errora of weight:ed means . were, complJted. 
Second.Order Extinction Coefficients 
Secend order·extinction parameters were determined by·differential· 
treatment of the;optical pair data. For each.observation of.a given 
pair, an average·air·mass waa q.etermined and·used in.the ci;ilculations •. 
Preliminary plots of Equation (4.,-18) for each n:f,.ght.revealed ,certain 
points which obviously fell far from the general,trenq. of th,e data. 
lOO 
The corresponding coordinates were sul;>.sequently o~:l,.tteq. from. the analy-
sis. For this, reason, the d,ata collected, on 'March 19 was. entirely .. de-
leted~ The extinction values detepnined from th~ e1 , e2 Tau observa-
tions were the only ones inc ..luded, ·in, the weigh t;ed average. Due to . the 
close proximity. of e1 ~ e2 Ta~-to tq.e Pleiades; the seco~d order values, 
based on.this pair:were, judged more're],.ia.bl,.e for use with;Pleiades data 
than, those based on, the a.1 , a.2 Lib observations,. The, -calculations. are.·· 
summarized in Table XVII., 
Approximate First Order Extinction Coefficients. 
Approxt~nate · values for the principal. extinction terms . are · ne~ded • 
for use with the. Pleiades. d,ata in·the determination of scale factors. 
These approximat;:e·extinction .values were found for each of the March. 
·. . . 
observing sessions, by conven_tional use of the SH e2 Tau· data. in· Equa-
tlions (4-19). The,·separate det~rminations w~re averaged with equal 
weight; except in cases where the probable ,error differed by an order · 
of. magn:f_tud~. The· results are· summar.ized: in Table ,XVIII~ 
Scale·Factors· 
Scale. facto.rs were deter~ined by the method ·discu.ssed on page· 75· · 
of Chapter . IV. Pleiades datg were cqtnbined with· the appropriate: ex- .. 
tinction parametefs for each of t~e four·March dates. Pertinent obser-
vational.data, natural magnitudes·and colc;>rs, .and·stand1;Lrd magnitudes 
and .colo+s are compiled in Tables XIX through XXII. 
Values ;for e, µ, ·111 were dete+mined• for each date, and these in-. 
d,ividual results were combined,to·give a weight;:ed average~ The results 
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TABLE XVII· 
SEC9ND ORDER·EXTINCTION CAl;.,CULATIONS 
~ Probable Relative Stars Date 
., v Relative Error Weight 
e1,e2 Tau 3-1-69 0.127 6.95 x 10-2 0 .,709 
e1,e2 Tau 3-5-69 -0.0543 8.29 x 10-2 0.429 
e1~e 2 Tau. 3-28-69 . 0.0909 5,85 x,10 
-2 l~OOO 
Cl1 ,ci.2 Lib 4-6-69 0.615 
. -2 8,72 .x 10 
Cl1 ,a.2 Lib 5-11·69 0.141 
.-2 4.97 x 10 -----
Average 0.0739 -2 4.00 x 10 · 
k'' :Probable. Relative Stars Date· ub Relative Error Weight 
e1,e 2 Tau 3-1-69 0,0866 3.98 x 10 
-2 1~000 
e1,e 2 Tau 3-5-69· 0.0985 6.40 x 10 
-2 0,;387 
e1 ,e 2 Tau, 3-28-69' 0.-251 10.7 x 10 
-2 0.138 r;.,1 .. , 
Cl1 ,ci.2 Lib 4-6-69· 0.381 4,77 x,10 
-2 
l).1 ,Cl2 Lib 5'."'ll"'-69·· 0,232 38.4 x 10 
-2· 
Average. 0.104 3.22 x 10 -2 
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TABLE XVIII 
FIRST ORDER EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS 
K K,;v K' v ub 
3...:1-69 e1 'Iau 0.554 0.0813 -0.0909 
e2 T~u 0.590 0.0531 -0.00681 
Average 0.572 o. 0672 -0.00851* 
3-5-69 e1 Ta~ 0.543 0.110 0 .0117 
e Tau· 2 0.496 0.219 0.0785 
Average 0.519 0.165 0.0451 
3-19--69 e1 Tau 0.263 0.0825 O. :197 
e2 Tau 0.616 0.0911 1.35 .. 
Average 0.267* 0.0868, 0.390* 
3-28-69 e1 Tau 0 ~ 281 . 0.0626 -0.0687 
82 Tau 0.265 -0~0672 0.0247· 
Average 0.273 0.046M 0.00119* 
* Weighted Average 
TABLE XIX 
PLEIADES DATA FOR 3-1~69 
Star Ai~·Ma$s· v (b;,..v) (u-b) ·v 
.o (b-v). 9 (u-b)· (V-v ) v B-V U.;.B, . . 0 0. 
n Tau 2.;31 7.74 -0.762 1.98 · 6.66 -0.784 1.56 -3.80 2~86 -0.090 -0,330 · 
27 Tau 2.14 8.63 -0.561 1. 77 7.50 -0.616 L.39 -3.88 3.62 -0.085 -0.360 
23.Tau 2.36 9.48 -0. 549 L79 8.23. -0.612 1.-38 -4.07 4.16 -0.056 -0.430 
17. Tau· 2.59 9.11· -0.717 2.05 7.75 -0.754 1,52 -4.06 3.69 -0.107 -0.410 · 
16 Tau- 2.·79 ·. lQ.9 ... o. 858 2.21 9.44 -0.869 1.59 -3.99 5.45 -0.046 -0~330 
19 Tau 3.06 .. 9.95 -0.366 2.25 8.33 -0.489 1.56. -4.04 4.29 -0.106 -0.460 
20 Tau 3.39 9.77 .. -0.523 2.38 7.98 -0.620 1.57 -4.12 3.86 -0.068 -0.400 
18 Tau· 3.84· 11.6 -0.243 2.51 9.63 -0.432 1.54 -3.99 5.64 -0.075 -0.360 
K = 0.572 ~v = 0,0672- K~b-= -0.00851 . iq;v = 0.0739 K" = 0.104 v ub 
TABLE ·xx .. 
PLE~ESiDATA.FOR 3-5-69 
Star Air Mass v (b--v) (u-b) v (b"'-v) (u'7"'b) (V'"'-V ) v B-V U.;.B 
a 0 0 0 
n Tau 1.47 ', 6 .82 · -0.593 · 1.63 6.06 -0~ 770 1 .. 31. -3.20 2.86 · -0.090- -0.330 
27 Tau· 1.51 7 • .55 -0.6],.6 1.71 6. 77 -0.795 1.38 -3.15 3.62 -0.085 · -0.360 
23.Tau· 1.59 8.12 · -0.565 1.71 7 .29. -0. 760 1.35 · -3.13 · 4.16 -0.056 -0~430' 
17 Tau 1.81· 7.68 -0 0 433 1.79 6.74 -0.673 1.37 · -3.05 3.69 -0.107 -0.410 
16 Tau 1.88 9.53 · -0.527 2.31 8.55 -0.763 1.78 -3.10 · 5.45 -0.046 -0,330 I-' 0 
w 
TABLE XX (Continued) 
Star Air M.ass v (b-v) (u-b) v (b-v) (u-b) (V-v ) v B-V U-B 
0 0 0 0 
19 Tau 1.96 8.47 -0.651 1.83 7.46 -0.879 L37 -3,17 4.29 -0.106 -0.460 
20 Tau 2.01 8.11 -0.578 L87 7.07 -0.823 1.39 -3.21 3.86 -0.068 -0.400 
18 Tau 2.39 10.0 -0.344 2.20 8.75 -0 .677 1.55 -3.11 5.64 -0.075 -0.360 
21 Tau 2.57 10.3 -0.343 2.44 8.96 -0.700 1.67 -3. 21 5.75 -0.044 -0.230 
K = 0.519 
~v = 0.165 K~b = 0.0451 ~v = 0.0739 K~b = 0.104 v 
TABLE XX! 
PLEIADES DATA FOR 3-19-69 
Star Air Mass v (b-v) (u-b) VO (b-v) (u-b) (V-v ) v B-V U-B 0 0 0 
n Tau 2.01 6.97 -0.693 1.65 6.43 -0.765 0.518 -3.57 2.86 -0.090 -0.330 
27 Tau 2.10 7. 71 -0.703 1. 76 7.15 -0. 776 0.555 -3.53 3.62 -0.085 -0.360 
23 Tau 2.55 8.36 -0.627 1. 78 7.68 -0.730 0.300 -3.52 4.16 -0.056 -0.430 
- -
17 Tau 2. 71 8.01 -0. 713 1.87 7.29 -0.805 0.286 -3.60 3.69 -0 .107 -0.410 
19 Tau 2.83 8.55 -0.632 1.82 7.80 -0.745 0.184 -3.51 4.29 -0.106 -0.460 
20 Tau -- - 3.06 8.19 -0.386 2.48 7.38 -0.564 0.495 -3.52 3.86 -0.068 -0.400 
K = 0.267 ~v = 0.0868 K~b = 0.390 ~v = 0.0739 K~b = 0.104 v 
...... 
0 
.p.. 
Star Air Mass v (b-v) 
n Tau· 2.78 7.40 -0.547 
27 Tau 3.30 8.26 -0.475 
23 Tau 4~50 9.29 -0.315 
K . = 0.273 ~v =-0.0464 v 
-'\.-... 
TABLE XXII 
PLEIADES DATA FOR 3-28~69 
(u-b) VO (b--v) (u-b) 0 · 0 
1.97 6.64 -0~564 1.40 
2.10 7.36 -0.512 L38 
2.53 8.07 -0.419 L34· 
K~b = 0 .00119 · Ki; = 0.0739 
v 
(V-v) 
0 
-3 .• 78 
-3. 74 · 
-3.90 
v 
2.86 
3.62 
4.16 
K" = 0.104 
ub ' 
B-V 
-0.090 
-0.085 
-0.056 
U-B 
-0.330 
-0.360 
-0~430 
..... 
0 
Ul 
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TABLE XXIII 
SCALE FACTORS 
Probable Relative 
Relative Error Weight 
3-1-69 -0.857 1. 75 x 10-2 1.00 
3-5-69 -0.459 1.15 x 10-2 2.29 
3-19-69 -0.0478 0.647 x 10 -2 7.27 
3-28-69 -4.27 0.566 x 10 -2 9.50 
Average -2.00 0.390 x 10 -2 
).! 
3-1-69 -0.0345 1.98 x 10 -1 1.32 
3-5-69 0.0733 2.28 x 10 -1 1.00 
3-19-69 0.135 1.40 x 10 -1 2.64 
3-28-69 0.244 0.370 x 10 -1 37.9 
Average 0.225 0.347 x 10-1 
'¥ 
-3-1-69 0.130 8.22 x 10 1.50 
3-5-69 0.265 10.1 x 10-2 1.00 
3-19-69 0.273 3.78 x 10-2 7.07 
3-28-69 1.38 8.97 x 10 -2 1. 26 
Average 0.381 3.03 x 10 -2 
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are found in Table XXIII. 
Summary of. 
.. 
Results 
.. 
' ' 
. . . 
The following valuei:i were determined: 
1);v = 0.0739 Probable relative error = 4.00 x 10-2 ' 
k" = 0.104 Probable relative error = 3.22 x 10-2 ub ' 
e: = -2.00 Probable relative error = 0.390 x 10-2 
' 
µ = 0.225 Probable relative error. = 3.47 x 10-2 
' 
'¥ = 0.381 Probable relative error =· 3.03 .x 10-2• 
The iteration.process for refining the scale factors was not car-
ried out. Since. that.process is based·on a relatively close match to 
the standard sy~tem. (e:::: 0, µ;. 1, '¥.: 1), it is not likely that it 
would converge starting with the values determined above. Certain un-
desirable features of the observational program, to. be discussed in· 
Chapter VI, are considered a possible source of the apparent calibra-
tion discrepancy. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The principles of astronomical photometry have been applied to 
the problem of designing and placing in operation a photoelectric three 
color system. Certain mechanical problems, unique to the small tele-
scope application, were encountered and successfully resolved. A short 
term observing program has provided preliminary values for local (Enid) 
second order extinction parameters. Scale factors (E, µ, t), the in-
strumental coefficients whose numerical values are strongly influenced 
by the structure of the pass bands of the natural color system, were 
also evaluated. 
Thus, in a general observing program it would, in principal, be 
possible to transform from the Enid System to the system of Johnson 
and Morgan by use of Equations (4-16). This assumes, of course, that 
adequate extinction observations have been made so that the principal 
coefficients (K, K.' , K'b) and the zero-point terms (C , Cb, Cb) can 
v -i,v u v v u 
be evaluated for the particular night in question. In this study, the 
scale factors were of primary interest, and the zero-point terms were 
not computed for any of the observing sessions, even though sufficient 
data was taken to do so. 
Comparison of the derived scale factors with optimum values sug-
gests a poor match between the Enid System and that of Johnson and Mor-
gan. It is entirely possible, however, that part of the difficulty 
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lies in shortcomings of the current observational program, rather than 
errors in the color system of the instrumentation. For this reason, 
it is suggested that calibration studies, using methods similar to 
those outlined in this paper, be carried out over a longer period of 
time (e.g., 6-9 months), in order that the operational characteristics 
of the Enid System can be better established. If, on the basis of such 
a study, it is shown that the match to the standard system is poor, 
then the filters must be changed to achieve a closer fit. 
Certain undesirable features of the current observing program 
should be avoided, if possible, in future studies of this type. First, 
in a more leisurely calibration run, observing sessions can be selected 
with greater care than was possible in the present case. All four of 
the March nights were terminated by clouds rather than sunrise. On 
three of the six nights (two near March 4), the moon was near full 
phase. An exceptionally cloudy winter season prevented observation at 
more desirable times. 
With one exception (March 5), cluster standards were observed 
under an air mass of 2.00 or larger. Of course, it is highly desirable 
that these stars be measured near zenith so that extinction effects 
will be minimized to a greater extent. Also, measures near zenith 
would avoid the large volume of noise from mercury vapor sources near 
the horizon. In the present case, weather and technical failures pre-
vented cluster observations earlier in the season when the stars of 
interest were closer to zenith. 
A final comment concerns choice of cluster standards. The Plei-
ades does not provide a very wide range of colors; i.e., most of the 
bright stars are class B. The Hyades and Coma Berenices clusters pro-
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vide a broader color base than does the Pleiades cluster. The Praesepe, 
though it presents a rather broad range of colors, is somewhat too 
faint for the small telescope. Lack of reference material and poor 
sky position prevented effective observation of the Hyades in the pres-
ent work; however, its' use is strongly encouraged in future calibra-
tion studies. 
In conclusion, the principles of astronomical photometry have been 
discussed herein with the intent of implementing three color photoelec-
tric work as an area of student participation at the secondary school 
level. The main design features of the Enid System appear adequate for 
the intended purpose. In particular, differential photometry of eclips-
ing variables is probably the most appropriate area of student activity 
at the present time. More extensive observations, of the ty~e dis-
cussed in.this paper, should be included in the total observational 
program in order to evaluate the quality of the match to the standard 
system. 
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.APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Two program,s were used· ex.tensively · te handle data. · The, DATA RE-
DUCTION PROGRAM (TABLE·XXIV) was also modified,to produce observing 
lists for observatory use. The:data lists (TABLES V through X) were 
produced by.another slight modifieatiot1, of the DATA REDUCTlON PROGRAM. 
The LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM (TABLE XXV) is-«i;lesigne~ to fit a set of 
data points to a polynomial: of any desired degree~-· The subroutine 
which solves the associ~ted,set of simultaneous equations·corrects 
preliminary solutions for computer generated roundoff errors~ 
All programs. used. in·. thts study were written ·in FORTRAN IV and._ 
were, designed r .to · run on tµe IBM/ 360 Mod 50. 
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TABLE XXIV· 
SOURCE PROGRAM FOR DATA REDUCTION 
c · r,.n s "PROGSAM Is "DES IGNED"TO .. PR"OCES's· l'nwTD,"f1:R[C OAT A RES UH ING FRUM APPAR·ENT 
C BRI;HTNESS MEASURES IN THE UBV SYSTE~. STAqS INCLUDED IN THE OBSERVATIONAL 
c PROGQAM COMPRISE lHE 11 STAR. LIST." FOR EI\CH STAR. IN THC. LIST. C000R.DINATE 
C iNFO=l:MATION AP>,iD STANDA~O MAG~.:lTUOES AND COLORS ARE STO~EO. 
C 05SF-iWATION4L DATA, C.Or>iSlSTING OF TIME OF 085,ERVATIQ.~ (GREE1':WlCH MfAN TlMEJ, 
C Q~C0.=1::JEU. !JEFLECTION (CQKRECTED FOR SKY AND OAl:lK CURRENT), A:-.i:D A~PLIFIER 
C SENSITIVITY ARf RECUCED TD YIELD AIR SASS, DBSEKVED VISUAL MAGNITUDE AND 
C COLOR INDiCES: lB-V) AND (U-BJ. 
c 
C INPUT FORMAT 
C "DIC"= DECIMAL IN CARO; "NOP"= NO DECIMAL POINT 
C Al STAR LIST CARO - O~E FOR FACH STAR OBSERVED. 
C COLS. 1-3 IO NUMBE~ FOR SIAR - NOP (13} . 
C ULS. 4-11 STAR NAME IABl 
C COLS. 12-14 HOURS-OF RIGHT ASCENSION - DIC OR F3.0 
C C~LS. 15-17 ~INUTES OF RIGHT ASC~f\J.SIUI\J. -DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 19-21 SECONDS OF RIGHT ASCENSION -DIC OR F4.I 
C CULS. 22-25 ANNUAL PR~CESSlUN (NRA (SEC/YR) - DIC OR F4.2 
C COLS. ?6-29 DEGRfES OF DECLl'IATIUN --DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 7.0-31 MINUTES OF DECLIN4TION -DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 32-34 SECCNDS OF DECLINATION - DIC O~ F 1.0 
C COLS. 35-3~ ANNUAL PRECESSlON IN DECLINATION - DIC OR F4.l 
C CCLS. 39-43 EPOCH FOR COORDINATES -D1C OR F5.0 
C CUL. 44- BLA~K,EXCEPT FOR LAST C~RJ OF STAR LIST WHICH HAS 1 HERE 
C COLS. 45-48 STA~OARD VfSUAL MAG~ITUD~ - ore OR f4.2 
C COLS. A9-53 5TA~DA~D 16-V) COLO~ !~DEX - DIC OR F5.3 
C COLS. 54-58 STANDARD IU-81 COLOR .INDEX - DIC OR FS.3 
C COLS. ~9-SC UNUSED 
c 
C THF STAH LIST MAY CCNTAIN UP TO 50 STARS. 
c . 
C BJ 05S~RVATION SET 
C 11 DATE CARD - UNE "PER SET 
C COLS. 1-3 DAV OF MONTH (GMT) - NOP ([3J 
C crJtS. 4-t:, MONTH- f\J.OP 113) 
. C COLS. 7-11 YfAR -NDP 1151 
C COLS. 12-15 OBSFRVER'S LATITUDE - DEGREES - DIC OR ~4.0 
C COLS. lb-18 OBSERVl~'S LATITUDE - ~INUTES-OIC~CRF3.0 
C CLJLS. 19-71 OBSERVER'S LATITUDE - StCryNOS - DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 22-24 SIDEREAL HOURS FOK O HOURS GMT - DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 25~27 SIDEREAL MISU.TES FOR D HOURS GMT -DIC Ok F3.0 
C C1JLS. 213-'34 SIDEREAL SECOhl!JS FD~ 0 HOURS GMT - DIC OR F7.3 
C COLS. 35-44 GEOCENTRIC JULIAN- DUE FDR O HOURS GMT - ore OR 010.1 
C C0LS. 45-49 EOUATIO~ OF E~UINOXES - DIC OR F5.3 
C COLS. 50-~2 OBSERVER'S ~EST LON~ITUDE - PEG~EES - DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 53-55 OBSERVER'S kEST LONGITUDE - ~INUTES - DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 5o-59 OBSfRVER'S wEST LONGITUDE - sEcu,os - DIC OR F3.0 
C COLS. 59-78 UNUSED . 
COL. 79 l 
COL. 80 l EXCEPT FOR LAST SET TO Bf PROCESSED. DATE CARD FOR 
FINAL SfT BLANK ·I~ COL BO. . 
21 OBSERVATION CARD - ONE FOR FACH OBSERVATION 
C CULS. 1-5 - BLANK 
C COLS. o-R - STAR LIST ID NUMBE.R OF STAR C8SERVED -· NOP I 131 
C COLS. 0-12 uEFLECTION FOR U READING !DECIMAL FRACTION OF FUL( SCALE! 
C DIC OR F4.3 
C COLS. 13-lb AMPLIFIER SENSITIVITY FOR U READING - DIC OR F4.2 
C COLS. 17-20 - DfFLECTIO~ FuR 8 READING - SA.ME FORMAT AS COLS.·9-12. 
I-' 
I-' 
\J1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
0001 
0002 
011()3 
0004 
0095 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
IJJJ Q 
0011 
0012 
001~ 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0010 
0020 
00?1 
~022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0076 
0027 
0028 
0029 
c 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
COLS • .?i-24 
COLS. 25-28 
COLS. 29-32 
COLS. 33-35 
COLS. v,-38 
COLS. 39-41 
COLS. 42-43 
COL. 44 
COLS. 45-80 
TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
A~PLIFIER SENSITIVITY FOR B - SAME FORMAT AS COLS. 13-16. 
DEFLECTION FOR V READING - SAME FORMAT AS COLS. 9-12. 
AMPLIFIER SENSITIVITY FOR V READING - SAME FORMAT AS 13-16 
HOUR (GMTI OF OBSERVATION - DIC DR F3.0 
MINUTE (GMTI OF OBSERVATION - SAME FORMAT AS COLS. 33-35. 
SECOND (GMT) OF oasERVATION - SAME FORMAT AS COLS. 33-35. 
BLANK 
BLANK, EXCEPT LAST CARD OF SET CONTAINS l. 
UNUSED 
INPUT SEQ\JENCE': STAR LIST CARDS, OBSERVATION SETS - EACH CUNSISTING Of ONE Ill 
DATE CARD A~D ONE OR MCRE OBSERVATION CARDS. 
NATURAL MAGNITUDES A~O COLO~S FROM OBSERVED BRIGHTNESS. 
DIMENSION RAH{50},RAMl50),RAS(50),ANVRA(5DJ,DECD(50),0ECMl50),DECS 
1(50l,ANVDC(501,EPOCH(5Dl,VMAGl501,BMVC(501,UMBCl501 
REAL*SSTARlSOl/50*0.0DrO/,OJ 
100 REA~{ 5, 1011 ID,ST AR ( !Dl ,RAH{ !Dl, RAM( I DI, RAS { !Dl, A NV RA{ ID 1,DECDl .JD 
1 J,OEC~(ID),DECS.{ ID),ANVDCC ItJl ,£:,POCH{ IDJ ,INOEX,VMAG{!O) ,SMVC( 10),.UM 
ZrlC l I DI 
101 FOR~hT(l3,AS,2F3.0,f4.l,F4.2,3F3~0,F4.11FS.O,ll,F4.2,2F5.3) 
JFt It-.JOEX~NE.OlGOTOllD 
GOTO!:JO 
110 WRITEl6,llll 
111 FOR~AT('lc,zx, 1 DATE',7X,'STAR 1 ,6X, 1 TIME (GMT)•,4X,'RELAT1Vt AIR MA 
lSS' ,3X,'MAGr-.:ITUDE 1 ,7X,'COLOR 1 ,9X, 1 STANDAKD VALUES'/' ',.22X,'HR',2X 
2,'M!N SEC V B-V U-B 
3V 5-V U-8' I 
NDA TE=O 
115 REA0(>,116)MO,~OA,KYR,DLAT,TALM,SLAT,SH,SM,SS,OJ,EEQ,DLONG,DMLONG, 
lSLONG,NDATE,QUIT 
116 FO~V.AT(2I3,I5,F4.0,4F3~~,f7.3,010.l,F5.3,3F3.0,20X,ll,l1} 
!FtNOATE.NE.OlGOT0120 
hRJTF{6,ll7) 
117 ~8R~AT('0','DATE CARD MISSING'} 
GOT0115 
120 NU=O 
121 CONTINUE 
CBS=C 
RCADt5,123)0BS,NUM,OU,SNU,DB,SNB,DV,S~V,TH,TM,TS,FINISH 
123 FQ~~ATtl5,I3,3(F4.3,F4.2l,4F3.0l 
~Q=NO+l 
JF(STAR(NUMI.NE.OJGOT0155 
~RITEl6,156tNUM 
156 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,•No ENTRY IN LlSJ FOR NU~BER ',13, 1 .•) 
GJTOlZl 
155 !FlORS.EO.~lGOTOIZS 
WRITE(6,l24)N0 
124 FORMAT{'O','CARD NUMBEK ',12,' FOLLOWING DATE CARD DOES NOT CONFOR 
JM TO ORSERVATION CARD FORMAT. DATA IGNORED.') 
GOT0121 
BEGIN COORDINATE PRECESSION 
125 FACTR=(MO-llt(2.+NDAl365.+(KYR-EPOCHlNUMll 
DELD=FACTR•ANVDClNUMl 
DELRA=FACTR*ANVRA(NUMl 
DSU~=ABS!DECD(NUMll*3600.+DECMl~UM)*60.+DECS(NUMI 
IF(DECDlNUMI.GE.C.JGOT0130 
~SUM=-DSU~ 
130 OSU~:DSUM+DELD 
y 
I-' 
I-' 
0\ 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
004b 
0047 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
005R 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
00b6 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
007? 
0073 
0074 
0075 
0076 
0077 
131 
135 
140 
141 
c 
c 
c 
c 
160 
TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
RSUM:RAH(NUM)*3600.+RAMINUMl*60.+RASINUMl+DELRA 
IFIRSUM.LT.8.64E+041GOT0135 
RSU~:RSUM-86400. 
JF(ABSIDSU~I.LT.3.24E+05lGDT0160 
Jf!DSUM.LT.O.IGOT0140 
DSUM:6.48E+05-DSUM 
GOT0141 
DSUM=-6.48E+05-DSUM 
RSUM=RSUM+43200. 
G0T0131 
COORDINATE PRECESSICN COMPLETED. DECLINATION JS IN SECONDS OF ARC 
~ND RIGHT ASCENSION IN SECONDS OF TIME. THESE COOROINATfS ARE NEXT 
USED TO DETERMlhE HOUR ANGLE AND ZENITH DISTANCE. 
BEGIN SIDEREAL TIME COMPUTATION 
DELT:(TH*3bOO.+TM*60.+TSl*ll.+236.6/8.64E+04l 
CORLON=IIIDLONG•3600.l•(DMLONG*60.l+SLONG)*24./360. l*ll.+1236.6/8 
! .&4E+04 l I 
SI OT: SH*3600. + SM*60. +SS+ DEL T +EE Q-CORLON 
!F(SIOT.LT.~.64E+04lGOTQl65 
SIDT•SIDT-8.64E+04 
C SIDEREAL Tl~E CO~PUTATION COMPLETED. 
C BEGIN HOUR ANGLE AND ZENITH DISTANCE COMPUTATION 
165 HA=SIDT-RSUM 
JFIHA.GE.O.IGOT0170 
HA=HA+8.64E+04 
170 HARAD=HA*3.l4159/4.32E+04 
DECRAD•DSUM*3.!4159/6.48E+05 
R~~LAT:(DLAT*3600.+TALM*60.+SLATl*3.!4!59/6.48E+05 
SECZ:I./ISINIPADLATl*SIN(DECRADJ+COS(RADLATl*COSIDECRADl*COS(HARAD 
ll I 
AIRMAS=SECZ-ll.8167E-03i*ISECZ-l.l-l2.375E-03l*llSECZ-l.1**2.l-18. 
l083E-04l*l!SECZ-L.l**3.I 
C SIDEREAL TIME, ZENITH DISTANCE, AND AIR MASS NOW FINISHED. 
C BEGIN COMPUTATION OF MAGNITUDES AND COLORS 
VM~:SNV-2.S*ALOGlOIDVl 
5MVCN=ISNB-SNVl-2.5*AL0GlOIDB/DVI 
UMBCN:(SNU-SN8l-2.5*ALOG10(DU/081 
C MAGNITUDES AND COLORS COMPLETE. 
NYR:KYR-1900 
NTH=TH 
NTM=TM 
~TS:TS 
WRITE{6,l7llMO,NDA,NYR,STAR·(NUM},NTH,NTM,NTS~AIR~AS,VMNi6MVCN,UHBC 
lN,VMAG(NUMl,BMVCINUM),UMBC(NUMI 
1·71 f ORMA T ( • 0' '· I 2, 1 / 1 , I 2,' , • , I 2, 3 X, A8, 3 X, I 2 , 3 X, I 2, 3 X, I 2, 9X, F6. 3, 1 X, f6 
l.3,&X,F6.3,2X,Fb.3,5X,F6.3,6X,F6.3,2X,F6.3) 
JFISECZ.LT.2.IGOT0175 
WRITEl6,1721 
172 FOR"1ATt'+ 1 ,Tl28,'*'') 
175 1FlFINISH.EQ.O.lGOT0121 
WR!TEl6, l 73l 
173 F~RMAT('O','* STAR WITHIN 30 DEGREES OF HOR!ZON'/'l'l 
IF(QUIT.NE.OIGUTOllO 
STOP 
END 
'I-" 
!--' 
·-...:J 
c 
c 
G 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
lQOl 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
l O 
15 
20 
10 
4') 
50 
TABLE XXV 
SOURCE PROGRAM FOR LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS 
DIMENSION X( 1001,VllOOl,Zl lOOl ,Al50,'>ll ,ANSl50l ,XTEMPI 1001 
LEAST SQUARES FIT Of AN NTH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL TO A SET OF DATA POINTS 
INPUT 
FIRST CARD COLS, 1.- 2 DEGREE OF. OESIREO POLYNOMIAL 
!NO DECIMAL POINT) 
FOLLOWING CARDS COLS, l-10 X VALUE 
(DECIMAL IN CARD, CAN dE 
COLS, ll-20 CORRESPONDING V VALUE 
(DECIMAL IN CARO, CAN BE 
LIMIT !CO PAIRS Of.POINTS 
FORMAT) 
FORMAT) 
TO INCREASE NUMHER .OF PUlNIS CHANGE DIMENSIONS OF X,V,Z,ANO XTEMP AND 
UPPER LIMIT OF DD LOUP AFTER STATEMENT 10 ANO REPFTITIVE SPECIFICATION IN 
READ STATEMENT AFTER STATEMENT 15, 
MET HUil 
SOLUTION UF THE N+l NORMAL EQUATIONS PA~TIAL M WRT A(Jl FOR AlJl 
(J•O,l, .. ,,Nl WITH A SUHROUllNE us11,G THE GAUSS ELIMINATION METHUU 
HIKMATl l2,/,l2EI0,4l I 
FORM4T(,gHlCOEFflCIENTS FOR ASCENDING POWERS llf X,//,1 l2X,El3,61 I 
FORMAT(lHIODEVIATlllN = ,EU,b,/,1,0H PRlHlAnLE. ERROR Of SlNGLc MtASU 
llHMENT = ,Fl3.6,//,32H - - - - - - -INPUT- " - - - - -.,&X, lOHCALCU .. 
lLATED,/,7X,lHX,17XilHV,l7X,IHV,//,IIX,El3,6,5X,EIJ,6,5X,Fl3,b)l 
fll~'IA Tl UH l 
f0RMATl29H NO SULUtlON FUUNO FOR MATRIX) 
no 10 l ·= 1 , so 
!)[) l O J= l , 51 
A I I , JI =O, 
llO 15 l "I ,l 00 
Z l 11 = 0, 
I\EADl 5, 100l,EN0=20ll,, IXI 11 ,Yl l I ,l•l ,lOOl 
NPTS•l-1 
r,PLlJS l =t;+ l 
1WLUS2•N+2 
All,ll•~PTS 
no }O I=l,NPIS 
XHMP( l l=l. 
All,NPLUS2l•All,NPLIJS2l+Y(ll 
nu so l'"-?.,NPLUSl 
11,1 40 J•l,~Pl.S 
X H .MP I J I = X I J I *XIE MP ( J l 
Al l,l l•Al.l,l l+XTFMP(JI 
A ( I , NP LU 52 I• 4 l l , NP LU 52 I+ X TF 'IP I J l •YI J l 
CALL PKnP'(A·,.1,I,JI 
,~LI'S, l•N-;l 
11' ( NL E SS l ; L ~, 0 .) GLJT !I 73 
llll 7il l • 2 i N 
IJL) 60 J=l ,;NPTS 
XTFMPIJl=)(lJl<XTtMPIJl 
68 l\l l ,NPLUSl;l 0 Al l ,NPLUSl l+XTFMPIJI 
70 CALL PROPtA,1,NPLUSl,NPLUS2-(I 
73 il(J ]!) J=t ,rlPTS 
X TEMP I J l "XI JI *X H MP I JI 
J', AINPLUSL ,NPLUSl l=AINPLllSl,NPLUSl lHTLMPIJ I 
CA l l S ·( MI: ,J( t.i. , NP l. US l , AN 5 , ICC , ? '1 , 5 I I 
LH lCC,bJ,llGU TO 90 
ll•O, 
DIJ BD J=l ,NPTS 
ll Jl•l(Jl +A~SI l I 
00 77 1•2,NPLUSl 
71 II Jl•Z IJl +Al<S( l l*XIJl**I l-11 
OQ. ,l=l)+(Y(Jl"l(Jil<'iV(J)-l(JI) 
Ul'V=,674!>•ScJRT(ll/ lNPTS-l l I 
wKt ri-_:10, 1002, (,\~~s, 1), I=t,NPLus1 > 
'rl RI lf 16, I 00 l I IJ, LcE V, (XI I I , Y I I I , l I l I , l = l , NP T 5 I 
WRITtl 6, l,)04 l 
CALL f.XI T 
90 •RITEl0,1no~1 
CALL [X(T 
ENO 
SUB~OUT!Nf P~OPIA,L,M,NI 
UlMfNSlllN Al50,5ll. 
L PLUSM•L +M 
LL •L+N-1 
LPLIJSl:l.tl 
IJll 10 l•LPLUSl,LL 
J:LPLLJS~- I 
10 AII,Jl•AIL,Ml 
RE TURN 
END 
118 
TABLE XXV (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE SIMEQ(X,N,ANS,ICC,NOL,N021 
c 
C SOLUTION OF AN NXN SYSTEM OF LINEAR ALGEllRAIC EQUATIONS .USING THE 
C GAUSS ELIMINATION MEHTOD WITH REPEATED APPLICATION FOR IMPiOVED RESULTS 
c 
C USAGE 
C CALL SIMEQIX,N,ANS,ICC~NOl,NU21 
c 
C PARAMETERS 
C X SYSTEM INXN+II STORED ONE'EQUATION PER ROW 
C N NO, OF VARIAllLES +L 
C ANS VECTOR TO CONTAIN ANSoERS 
C ICC RETURN CODE 
C O CORRECT SULlJTION (TO FOUR SIG, FIG,I 
C L NO UNIQUE SOLUTION TO SYSTEM 
C 2 SOLUTION NUT FOUNI) TO FOUR SIGNIFICANT DIGITS AFTfR .5 
C ITERATIUNS 
C NOL FIRST DIMENSION OF X (MUST BE SAMt AT DIMENSION STATEMENT IN 
C CALLING PRUGRAMI 
C NU2 SECOND D!Mt~SION OF X !MUST BE SAME AS DIMENSION STATEMENT IN 
C CALL ING PROGRAM I 
c 
C LIMIT 
C 50 UNKNUWNS 
C TO CHANGE, CHANGE UIMENSIONS. UF B,A,R ANU NUl,N02 IN CALL 'STATEMENT, 
C DIMENSION OF B,A,R l~UST BE GREATE.R THAN OK EQUA~ TO NOL 
c 
OIM[fllSILlN XINOL,N(J21 rlll50,5L I ,Al50l;Rl501,ANSiNUl I 
LOOI FORMATILX,5EL5,bl 
NPLUSl=N+l. 
IIIPLUS2=1'H2 
NLESSL=N-L 
INO=l 
ICC=O 
DO b l=l ,N 
DO b J=! ,NPLUSL 
6 Bll,Jl=Xll,JI 
DO 1000 KOUNT=L,5 
oa 60 ·1-L,NLESSL 
K= I 
L=l+l 
DO 10 J=L,N 
LO IF(A~SIXIK, 111,LLABS(XIJ, ll I lK=J 
IF(ABSIXIK,111,LT,l,E-OblGU TO 300 
20 IF I K, E'Q, IIGO TO 1,0 
OU 30 J=l,NPLUSl 
TEMP=Xll,JI 
X( 1,Jl=XIK,JI 
30 X(K,Jl=TEMP 
40 IFIX(l,11,EQ,l,IGO TO 50 
L=NPLUSl 
K=ltl 
no 45 J=K,NPLUSL 
45 Xll,Jl=Xll,JI/Xll,11 
X( 1, I I= l, 
50 KK=NPLU~2-I 
DO 60 JJ=l,KK 
J=NPLUS2-JJ 
119 
TABLE XXV (Continued) 
MM= I+ l 
DO bO K=MM,N 
bO XIK,Jl•-XIK,(l*Xll,Jl+XIK,JJ 
IFIABSIXIN,Nll.LT,l,E-061GD TD 300 
IFIXIN,Nl,tQ,l,IGD TO 70 
XIN,NPLUSll•XIN,NPLUSll/XIN,NI 
XIN,Nl•I, 
AINl•XIN,NPLUSll 
l•NLESSl 
b5 .I• I +l 
Al 11•0, 
70 Alll•ACll+.Xll,Jl*ACJI 
lftJ,EQ,NIGD TO BO 
J=J+l 
GO TO 70 
80 All l•XCl,NPLUSll-Alll 
IFll,EQ,llGO TO 90 
1=1-1 
GO TO b5 
90 lfl INO,EQ,llGO TO 98 
·a·a 93 l•l,N 
93 If C ABSl AC 111, GT ,ABSI ANSI 11 /l ,E+.0411 INO• l 
94 DO 95 1•1,N 
95 Alll•ANSIII-Alll 
98 DO 100 1=1,N 
100 RI 11=0, 
DO 110 1=1,N 
DO 110 J=l,N 
110 .Rlll=Rlll+Bll,Jl*AlJI 
DO 1'2'0 1=1,N 
120 Rlll=Rlll-BI 1,NPLUSll 
IF l lNO,NE, II GU TO 500 
135 DO 140 l=l,N 
ANSI l l=Al 11 
Xll,NPLUSll•Rlll 
DD 140 J=l,N 
140 XI 1,Jl•Bl 1,.Jl 
IN0•2 . 
1000 CONTINUE 
ICC=? 
GO TO 500 
300 ICC=l 
5.00 RETURN 
END 
120 
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